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NB. In this chapter those Presidents with an asterisk
are also Life Members. Their service to NZGA is also covered in that Chapter.

In the Beginning
1931-48 AH(Alfred) Cockayne*
Alfred Hyde Cockayne was the original pioneer of grassland philosophy and
pasture research in New Zealand. He was also the first NZGA President and
Life Member and the son of Dr Leonard Cockayne, the illustrious botanist
renowned for his work on the indigenous vegetation
of New Zealand.

AH Cockayne joined the Department of Agriculture
in 1904 as an assistant biologist and was appointed
biologist in 1909 to run a self-contained unit for
research and advice on all biological topics.

AH
Cockayne

He soon recognised that the indigenous forests,
tussock grasslands, fern and scrub would inevitably
be replaced by sown exotic grassland and foresaw
the potential of pastures sown to exotic species.
Therefore, in those early years he developed
suitable seeds mixtures for converting bush into
pasture. He also started seed testing procedures to
determine seed quality and this improved pasture
establishment.

In 1912 he appointed a young Bruce Levy, whose family farmed Mt Eden in
Auckland and were also seed merchants. Cockayne’s main role was to develop
specialist divisions and services, so Cockayne became a general practitioner
of agricultural science and had to focus on administration. He encouraged his
specialists to freely develop and publish their own research findings.
Cockayne’s lifetime work was developing research and agricultural education
as the two cornerstones of a permanent agricultural industry. But he also
contributed 128 papers, based on his agricultural knowledge.
In 1923 Cockayne was appointed Director of the Fields Division. Firstly, he
wanted to build a strong extension service that had declined during the First
World War. He moved his researchers out of Wellington, and working with
Bruce Levy, he established a Plant Research Bureau at Weraroa, near Levin.
Their proposals for plant improvement were boosted in 1926 by the visit of wellknown British pioneering breeder Professor George Stapledon, director of the
newly-established Welsh Plant Breeding station in Aberystwyth. He supported
their ideas at high-level government meetings and in 1928 the Plant Research

Station was established near Massey College on the outskirts of Palmerston
North, with Cockayne as its first Director and Levy as its operations head.
At this time the Government followed British advice and set up the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR). In 1936 the Plant Research
Bureau was incorporated into DSIR as its Grasslands Division, based at
Palmerston North. Bruce Levy was its first director and in 1937 Cockayne was
appointed Director-General of Agriculture. He served in this position until
retiring in 1943.
Cockayne was largely responsible for establishing the NZGA in 1931. He
served as its President for many years, and every year he broadcast his
Presidential Address on national radio. This illustrated the importance of
agriculture to this country. These are different times now!
He always encouraged scientists, farm advisers and industry people - and the
farmers themselves, - to meet regularly and exchange views on matters of
common interest. In 1939, as World War Two began, Cockayne became
Primary Industry Controller and in 1941 was made chairman of the Primary
Production Council. He served on the War Emergency Supply Council,
supervising vegetable production for troops in the Pacific and controlling
fertiliser rations to farmers.
Cockayne didn’t receive many honours in his lifetime, but in 1937 he was
awarded the ISO (Imperial Service Order) for his long service to the country,
and in 1956 the CBE. To his delight, he lived to see up to 200,000 tons of
fertiliser applied annually to pastures, using equipment that he’d never
imagined in the earlier years.
He received the NZGA Award in 1962 for his leadership and inspiration in
agricultural research and extension dedicated to improvement of New
Zealand’s grasslands. AH Cockayne died on 21 October 1966, survived by his
wife Emma and two daughters.
1949 FR (Frank) Callaghan
Francis Raymond Callaghan was born at Lincoln, Canterbury, on 15 April 1891,
the son of Irish Catholic parents Bridget Moran and her husband, Bernard
Bryan Callaghan, a farmer.
Frank went to the local primary school and then Christchurch Boys' High
School. He attended Christchurch Training College during 1909–10 and began
a teaching career in Canterbury schools.
Frank had graduated BA and MA (Hons Economics) at Canterbury College by

1920, and became an itinerant agricultural instructor for the Auckland
Education Board, visiting schools in rural districts, to help teaching agriculture,
science, nature study and gardening. Frank Callaghan married Margaret
Elizabeth Small in Christchurch in January 1922.
He became well known in scientific agriculture, assisted
in the Department of Agriculture's farm school at
Ruakura, and took a leading part in the Auckland
Agricultural Science Club. In 1927 he moved to
Wellington to join the newly established DSIR as the
scientific and administrative assistant to the
Secretary, Ernest Marsden.
Frank's
agricultural
interests
and
contacts
complemented Marsden's background in physical
Frank
science, and his quiet efficiency and tact made him an
Callaghan
excellent deputy. Marsden was full of ideas and
enthusiasm in initiating new projects, but he relied on Callaghan to sort out
their administration. Someone described them like this, “Dr Marsden spends
his time giving the moon away and Mr Callaghan spends his time getting it
back.” In 1927, Frank also edited the New Zealand Journal of Science and
Technology, and continued to do so for nine years.
In 1935 he became DSIR’s assistant secretary and his steadying influence
enabled the reorganising of feuding plant researchers, forming them into
separate divisions within DSIR.
Then in 1939, Ernest Marsden focused on secret defence work, leaving
Callaghan as acting secretary and, apart from sick leave with tuberculosis in
1941–42, he kept the DSIR operations going. Then in 1947, Marsden resigned
and took a lower position in London, and Frank became DSIR Secretary and a
science leader. In 1949 he was NZGA President and in 1950 he was elected
as President of the Royal Society of New Zealand.
Callaghan retired from DSIR in March 1953, received a Civic honour and in
1954 he began as scientific adviser to the NZ Wool Board. He mostly
established the Wool Research Organisation of NZ (WRONZ) in 1961.
Frank was good-natured, courteous and diligent and throughout his life he held
to his Catholic faith. After Margaret Callaghan died in 1959, he married Helen
Adelaide Kennedy in Christchurch in February 1968. Frank Callaghan died at
Halswell near Christchurch in March 1980.

1950 PW (Percy) Smallfield
Percy Smallfield was born in Auckland in February 1898. He received his
secondary education at St. John’s Collegiate School and
at the Auckland Grammar School. During 1915-16 he
attended Auckland University College and started the
course for BAgrSc. During 1917-18 he lived in the
residence at Canterbury Agricultural College, Lincoln, but
in May 1918 he joined the New Zealand Army, trained at
Trentham and was attached to the New Zealand
Engineers.
He was shipped to England and when the Great War
ended he was attached to the New Zealand Expeditionary
Percy Smallfield
Force Education Staff as a warrant officer. In England he
studied farm practices in the areas where he was
stationed, and visited experimental farms and other places of agricultural
interest.
In October 1919 he returned to the Canterbury Agricultural College and
completed the BAgrSci degree course. He was awarded the College Gold
Medal, gaining first place in practical and theoretical work at the college
diploma examinations.
Percy joined the staff of New Zealand Department of Agriculture in 1921. He
was promoted to Fields Superintendent in the Auckland District in 1928, and
was among the first to qualify for the newly instituted degree of Master of
Agricultural Science.
His main achievement for the New Zealand farming community was his work
in demonstrating the possibilities of New Zealand’s farming land, by developing
thousands of acres of pumice land in the North Island’s central plateau.
He saw the development of the Ngakura blocks to permanent pasture capable
of high milksolids production, and this opened the way for more extensive
development of Crown and Māori land. He was awarded the Bledisloe Medal
1930-1939 and received an NZGA Special Award in 1961.
1951 EB (Sir Bruce) Levy*
Bruce Levy was quite a small man but was always active, and a dynamo when
it came to his work. He was always formally dressed. Grasslands plant breeder
Cyril Armstrong once told me that he tried to get all the male staff at Grasslands
to come to work wearing plus-fours!
Enoch Bruce Levy was born in Auckland in 1892, the sixth of eight children.
Bruce developed a love of plants and nature from his father, a nurseryman and
seed merchant who farmed Mt Eden in Auckland. When he left school at only
14 years old he tried teaching for several months before joining the Department

of Agriculture in Wellington in 1911 as a clerical cadet.
AH Cockayne, the department’s biologist, noted
Levy’s interest in plants and recruited him for the
biological section. According to Levy’s own memoirs,
Cockayne asked him, “Which area would you like to
work in, Levy?” He replied, “I’d prefer to work on
pasture plants and seeds.” So Cockayne encouraged
him to set up seed testing of pasture species and to
promote pasture improvement.

Bruce
Levy

Levy began seed testing starting with “a bench and a
window recess as a germinator”, a laboratory in the
Customs Building on Wellington’s wharf. He built it into
a valuable science unit.

Together with Cockayne, Levy urged farmers to apply
superphosphate and grow the most productive grasses and clovers. They
studied the pastures of different regions and undertook trials, and also began
an extension service. In those years Levy rode on horseback over many
grassland areas throughout the regions and photographed as he went, learning
the ecology of the grasslands.
He frequently sought assistance from Cockayne’s laboratory in identification of
grasses, clovers, weeds and other specimens. They worked together to study
pastures variation in different regions. Levy rode on horseback over many
grassland areas and photographed as he went, learning the ecology of these
grasslands. He also had to go into the bush and search for Cockayne on odd
occasions, and bring him back to base.
In December 1925, Levy married Phyllis Mason an old school friend of his sister
in Auckland, and they lived in Wellington while Levy completed a BSc at
Victoria University College. He graduated in 1928, shortly before the laboratory
was transferred to Palmerston North, adjacent to Massey College, to form part
of the new Plant Research Station controlled by the Department of Agriculture.
Levy’s career accelerated in 1926 when George Stapledon, the British pasture
breeder and director of the Welsh Plant Breeding station (WPBS), visited New
Zealand and encouraged forage plant improvement for this country. WPBS
plant breeder William Davies then arrived in 1929 to work for two years with
Levy at the Plant Research Station in Palmerston North. They collected and
evaluated white clover and perennial ryegrass plants from different New
Zealand pasture regions. These were grown as spaced plants and compared
with overseas commercial seed lines, and major differences soon became
evident.

Levy and Davies distinguished six distinct ecotypes within the white clover
material. The Number One type was a vigorous medium-leaved form they had
found in fertile Hawke’s Bay and Canterbury pastures, and in 1936 this was
released as the first certified improved clover variety, later known
internationally as Grasslands Huia. The Number Two type, a vigorous, smallleaved form from hill pastures with high stolon density, was eventually
developed by geneticist-breeder Warren Williams and released in the 1980s
as Grasslands Tahora.
When the Great Depression set in and civil service wages were cut by up to
15%, Bruce Levy worked with Cockayne and with 24 others and established
the New Zealand Grassland Association at a meeting in Palmerston North in
February 1931. He attended all the subsequent annual conferences and
contributed much to NZGA over the years.
The occurrence of bush sickness, especially in the central North Island, led to
joint research and the eventual identification of cobalt deficiency as a major
cause.
In 1936, the Plant Research Station became part of the newly formed DSIR,
and the various groups that had become highly competitive with each other
were split into separate divisions. Bruce Levy’s group became the DSIR’s
Grasslands Division, based at Palmerston North with Levy as its first director.
In 1930 Bruce and Phyllis Levy had a new house built in Fitzherbert Avenue,
the main road that leads from the city to Grasslands. It was a red brick house
designed along British lines with a cavity wall. Building was well advanced
when on 3 February 1931 the severe earthquake demolished Napier. Levy later
wrote in his memoirs that the builder came hurtling down the scaffolding, as he
thought the world was ending! However, no damage was done and the Levy’s
lived in Aroha until the 1980s, where the garden was grown along ecological
lines.
Once Grasslands Division was established under DSIR, Levy sailed overseas
to attend the 1937 IV International Grassland Congress in Wales. He made
valuable science contacts at this event and subsequently toured farming areas
throughout Britain and Europe, though found in Germany that his Jewish-like
surname created some awkward moments. However, Levy returned to
Grasslands with some new concepts on pasture improvement and promoted
higher stocking rates and rotational grazing management for livestock health
and pasture quality control. He encouraged research into fertility recycling
through grazing animals and enthusiastically promoted its importance and the
benefits of higher stocking rates.
Throughout the 1930s the staff numbers at Grasslands increased, and some

of the first graduates of Massey College started their careers in pasture
research. Under the impetus of Cockayne and Levy the New Zealand seed
certification system also developed, aiming to supply New Zealand- grown
seed to farmers that was true-to-type and of high quality. There was little value
in breeding improved grass and clover varieties if there was insufficient seed
available for pasture renewal and it was of poor quality, especially in purity,
germination and not so true-to-type.
The advent of World War Two saw some staff members serving in the armed
services whereas others were seconded to important roles in food production
and airfield construction and maintenance. NZGA meetings were suspended
for the duration but once peace returned, the pasture research effort resumed
and expanded greatly to meet post-war needs. Levy began establishing a
network of regional research stations in Gore (cool temperate), Lincoln
(dryland), Te Awa (North Island hill country near Kiwitea in upland Manawatu),
and assisted with early planning of the Kaikohe station in warm-temperate
Northland. At work, he insisted on accuracy in pasture trials and would often
supervise the laying out of plots using pegs and strings. Hill country researcher
Eddie Suckling recalled that Bruce Levy would not allow him to publish the
results of one trial as a paper, but he was permitted to amalgamate the findings
from up to ten experiments into one extended paper.
Bruce Levy finally retired in December 1951, after 40 years in the public
service. His mentor AH Cockayne described him as ‘the evangelist of
grassland farming’ at his farewell event. In his years of service Levy had
encouraged farmers to apply more superphosphate, grow better pasture
plants, and focus on the soil-plant-animal complex, using stock to redistribute
plant nutrients in the pasture. He used to express the latter in words that
farmers could easily understand – “recycling poop and piddle”!
In these terms he promoted rotational grazing as a valuable means of
achieving excellent livestock farming and sustainable pastures. Farmers
attending his meetings appreciated the great authority and colourful language
of this short man and his felt his presentation manner was like “a sergeantmajor dressing down the latest batch of raw recruits”.
Levy put his words, messages and photographs to good use in his textbook
Grasslands of New Zealand. This was published in 1952 (and revised in 1956
and 1970) and was for many years was regarded as “the farmer’s Bible”.
Nowhere else in the world could farmers grow pasture to produce food from it
as well as Kiwi’s. This was the past, present and future wealth of this country’s
economic well-being.
Levy’s lifetime effort won him many honours, including a knighthood dubbed
by the Queen in 1954. He was awarded an OBE in 1950, the RB Bennett Prize

for of the Royal Society of Arts for outstanding Commonwealth research in
1951, and an honorary DSc in 1953. Levy was also made an honorary member
of the Royal Agricultural Society of New Zealand, NZGA, the New Zealand
Institute of Turf Culture, Rotary and two Palmerston North bowling clubs.
The International Grassland Congress came to Palmerston North in 1956,
mostly because of his influence, and he came out of retirement to chair it. In
his retirement years, however, he focused on other interests – particularly
bowls and gardening. Through the Turf Culture Institute he worked on
improving turf for golf courses and bowling greens and wrote another textbook
on this subject. He played bowls himself, and also enjoyed his gardening at
home, which was quite a showpiece.
When he retired Sir Bruce Levy wrote his memoirs but these were never
published. Dr Ray Brougham and the NZGT decided to hand over his only
manuscript to the National Library for its archives, and ruled only those with the
consent of NZGT were allowed access to it. When I became an NZGT trustee
and Dr Brougham had retired I went to Wellington and was able to read Levy’s
memoirs. I found the close-typed single-spaced foolscap pages contained a
fascinating account of the beginning and early years of agricultural research in
this country. Levy did, however, write about the departmental feuding that went
on in Department of Agriculture departments and carried on in DSIR once it
was formed in 1936, and he wrote frankly about AH Cockayne’s adventures in
the back blocks of Taranaki, so maybe Brougham didn’t feel that these should
be exposed.
After his travels, Levy heard of a livestock farmer addressing farmer groups
about how ryegrass was killing their stock. He immediately collaborated with a
Massey College friend to set up a 12-acre trial with ryegrass being grazed but
after two years they recorded no ill-effects from the pasture on the stock and
concluded there was nothing in it. It was several decades later that the
endophyte fungus and its effects were finally revealed.
I first met Sir Bruce Levy in the gents’ toilet at the 1973 NZGA Annual
Conference in Te Kuiti, an unusual place to meet my first knight! He introduced
himself and asked me what I was doing, and when I told him I’d worked on
lotus he commented positively and encouraged me to continue. During the field
tour the following day I listened to his pertinent comments and appreciated the
extensive experience Levy had acquired over his career.
I met him again at Aroha, his home in Palmerston North, when Eddie Suckling
was buying Levy’s workshop and gardening equipment (I helped to move it).
The Levy’s were moving to Bethlehem, near Tauranga, to be under the caring
eye of their adopted daughter and her husband. On that final occasion we
briefly discussed legumes again, and aerial distribution of fertiliser on hill

pastures, another of my research interests. He was still a “grassland
encyclopaedia” – his interest hadn’t mellowed with retirement!
The Levy’s lived for several years on their daughter’s orchard in Bethlehem.
Sir Bruce died in 1985 and Lady Levy died in 1989. I attended their funerals on
behalf of Grasslands and NZGA.
1952 RH (Richard) Bevin
Richard H Bevin had a distinguished career in the service of many branches of
agriculture. Born in Dunedin and educated at Otago Boys' High School, he
spent four years as a farm cadet in the back country and
on farms in North Otago and South Canterbury.
At Lincoln College from 1921 to 1923, he gained a
diploma in agriculture and in 1924 completed the degree
of bachelor of agriculture at Otago University.
After two years as an agricultural and science master at
Hastings High School he went to Tasmania where he was
with the Department of Agriculture for 11 years, first as a
field extension officer and later as head of the Plant
Research and Extension Service.
In the depression of the 1930s he helped in the successful
rehabilitation of many Tasmanian farmers.

Dick Bevan

In 1938 he returned to Lincoln College as senior lecturer
in agriculture, a post he held for 12 years. In association with Associate
Professor A. H. Flay, he organised the course for the diploma in valuation and
farm management and as tutor for the course in 1939 he instituted the plan for
rural field cadet training.
In 1937 Professor ER Hudson began the programme of development at Ashley
Dene with the introduction of subterranean clover, and Dick Bevin took over a
great deal of this work and helped to lay the foundation for light land
development in Canterbury.
He was awarded the Bledisloe Medal in 1960. This medal is awarded annually
to a former Lincoln student who, in the opinion of the college council, has, as a
result of his training at the college, materially assisted farming in New Zealand
or has otherwise advanced the country's interests. He served on the college
board of governors and council.
Bevin was one of the initiators of the Agricultural Development Conference and
was closely associated with the material on which the recommendations of the
conference were based. He travelled on behalf of the boards in South Africa,
Rhodesia, the United Kingdom, Europe and North America.
Richard Bevin was NZGA President in 1952 and a past-president of the Lincoln

College Old Students' Association. He retired in Wellington.

1953 AW (Abe) Hudson*
Abe Hudson served on the NZGA Executive since its inauguration and was an
Honorary Life Member.
A brother of Professor ER Hudson, he was born on February 3rd, 1896. After
attending Christchurch Boys’ High School, he spent five years on dairy, sheep
and arable farms to gain experience for farming on his own account.
When World War One began he enlisted as a Private of the 9th Reinforcement
at 19 and during more than three years of active service he was promoted to
2nd Lieutenant.
After the War Hudson attended Canterbury College and
during 1921-22 he gained a College Diploma at Lincoln.
In 1923 he then completed a BAgr at Canterbury
College and a year later a BSc. At Lincoln he was
President of the Students’ Association in 1922, and was
also captain of the 1st XV rugby team. In 1923 he was a
member of the Canterbury College 1st XV, and a
member of and manager of the Haslam Shield shooting
team.

Abe Hudson

In 1924 Mr Hudson joined the Fields Division of the
Department of Agriculture in Christchurch. He served in
Canterbury for over four years and carried out
experimental work in field crops and pastures. He
designed field techniques that were applied nationwide.

In 1928 he was appointed Field Crop Experimentalist, with headquarters at the
Plant Research Station, Palmerston North (later DSIR Grasslands).
Until 1934 he administered the experimental work of the Fields Division
throughout New Zealand. In addition to research work on aspects of crop and
pasture manuring and management, he devised an excellent new technique
for measuring pasture production, then considered to have no superior for the
purpose.
During this period Mr Hudson published 50 articles in the NZ Journal of
Agriculture, Empire Journal of Experimental Agriculture. Imperial Agricultural
Bureau Bulletins, Proceedings of the NZGA and a comprehensive DSIR
bulletin.
In February 1935, he was appointed Lecturer in Soil Chemistry at Massey
College. The Bledisloe Medal for 1936 was awarded to Mr Hudson, on the
decision of the College Board, after consultation with an NZGA sub-committee.
He served as NZGA President in 1953 and died in 1981.

1954 GA (George) Holmes
George A. Holmes was born in 1901 and went on to gain an MAgSc degree at
Lincoln College. He worked as an adviser for the
Department of Agriculture and in commercial firms,
and was seconded to the British Government during
World War Two.
George was primarily responsible for selecting the
Invermay property to start a new research station in
1949 which had no office or laboratory facilities, little
equipment and no scientific staff.
George
Holmes

It was in early 1949 that the Government had realised
a southern research centre was necessary, but faced
major controversy as to its siting.

Southland farmers wanted it there, but the final decision was made in June
1949 to base it near Mosgiel and in September that year, George Holmes took
up residence.
The 510ha property called Invermay had been purchased by Government for
returning soldiers, to be divided into three dairy farms and one sheep farm, so
three houses, a milking shed and a woolshed had been built there. George
appointed the first two scientists in February 1950. Nelson Cullen was the
assistant research officer, to study pasture problems.
When George served as NZGA President, Invermay was still in its infancy and
14 years later, George was still only supervising five scientists there. Invermay
was under the Fields (Advisory) Division and was regarded primarily as a field
station.
Old airport buildings nearby were eventually moved near the office building and
used as labs and offices. In 1955 Robin Scott joined the team and took over
the struggling fertiliser research, and began large-scale grazing and
topdressing trials.
Then in 1959 Ken Drew was appointed to run animal nutrition, followed in the
1960s by Jock Allison who began reproductive physiology studies.
George Holmes retired from the Department of Agriculture in 1966, and must
have been satisfied with his legacy by then. He never saw the new Invermay
Research Centre built as he died in 1978.

1955 JF (John) Filmer
John Filmer was born in 1895 in Victoria, Australia but spent most of his early
life in Beverley, Western Australia. He gained a BVSc at Melbourne University
in 1916 then served in the Royal Army Veterinary Corps in Greece and
Salonika.
After the war he returned to Australia and married,
establishing his own veterinary practice, but in 1925 he
joined the WA Department of Agriculture, working in Perth.
Then in 1936 he moved back to Camperdown, Victoria,
working with the Western Districts Research Association.

John moved to New Zealand in 1938 and was appointed
Director of the newly-formed Division of Animal Research,
where he stayed until he retired. In 1938 he also gained a
doctorate at Melbourne University, his work demonstrating
that cobalt was essential for ruminant nutrition.

John Filmer

Dr Filmer was a foundation member of the NZ Society of Animal Production
(NZAPS) and served as its President in 1944 and was made a Life Member in
1961. In 1961 hes received the Imperial Service Order in the Queen’s Birthday
Honours and thereafter served many organisations. John Filmer’s main
research interest were mineral deficiencies and facial eczema.
He developed Wallaceville and Ruakura as animal research centres, and
smaller stations at Kirwee, Canterbury, for lamb and hogget research;
Mamaku, Bay of Plenty for cobalt research; Manutuke for facial eczema; and
Whatawhata for hill research. He was also vital in artificial breeding, using
Strain 19 for brucellosis control and antibiotics for treating mastitis. He died in
Wellington in 1979, the first Australian-born NZGA President.

The Developing Years
1956 JW (Jack) Calder
Jack Calder was born in 1901 in Temuka, South Canterbury, and attended its
District High School until 1917. His headmaster had applied successfully for
an agricultural bursary at Lincoln so he duly completed a diploma of agriculture
and then a BAg - a “back-to-front” degree course with agriculture completed
first, science at the end.
So in 1923 he went to Lincoln as a housemaster. He
married Kathleen Free in 1925 and worked as the
associate for Dr FW Hilgendorf, gaining an MSc in 1927.
Thereafter, he served Lincoln College for 35 years,
advancing to the Chair of Agricultural Botany in 1955.
Jack Calder joined NZGA in its second year (1933). He
was a frequent committee member, contributed original
papers at four early conferences (1933-36 inclusive) and
Jack Calder
served as President in 1956, when many delegates to the
International Grassland Congress in Palmerston North
later reassembled at Lincoln for the NZGA meeting.

He was Assistant Director to ER Hudson from 1936 and on three occasions
had responsibility as Acting Director of Lincoln. In 1949 he was the first staff
member to travel overseas and in 1955 received the Bledisloe Medal, Lincoln’s
premier award for outstanding merit. Jack retired unexpectedly in 1958 and for
six years he worked at Bicester in Britain as consultant to Twyford Seeds. Jack
finally returned to live in Lincoln.
Calder became pivotal in farm management, student life and public relations.
As Hilgendorf’s extra hand and brain from 1924, they selected and crossed
crop and pasture plants before DSIR was formed in 1936. Calder had charge
of the grass and clover programme from 1932 and in 1932 he had measured
350 clones of cocksfoot, 200 of red clover, and 500 of perennial ryegrass. This
work led to the development and distribution of C.23, an improved pasture type
cocksfoot that, with further selection at DSIR Grasslands, was released as
Grasslands Apanui. He was also responsible for organising seed multiplication
on the Lincoln College farm for commercial use. Problems concerning fertiliser
requirements and grazing management on light dry land needed to be
resolved, and an 80 acre block was developed at Ashley Dene. In 1948 the
first field sowing of creeping lucerne. Jack Calder died in 1972.

1957 SH (Stephen) Saxby*

In 1929 Stephen Hector Saxby was appointed as an assistant agrostologist
(grass specialist) at the Plant Research Station in Palmerston North. He
worked with Bruce Levy when the latter was investigating the different types
and strains in ryegrass and white clover.
In 1936 he joined the Department of Agriculture as an
instructor in agriculture, based in Dunedin. When World
War Two ended in 1945 Saxby was appointed as an
agrostologist in the Department of Agriculture in
Wellington and was promoted to Assistant Director of the
Extension Division in 1957.

Stephen
Saxby

In 1933 Saxby joined NZGA at the 1933 Conference held
in Christchurch and took a very active part in its continued
progress. He was NZGA Secretary from 1949 to 1954 and
boosted its membership impressively, from 268 in 1950,

to 784 in 1954.
He served as President in 1956-57 and was Organising Secretary for the 7th
International Congress held in Palmerston North, ensuring its great success.
Another long-term servant, Mrs Hazel Foster, took on the Secretary’s role.
Stephen Saxby received an Inaugural NZGA Award in 1957, and was later
elected as a Life Member.

1958 L (Lionel) Corkill*
Lionel Corkill was New Zealand’s first pasture geneticist and plant breeder. He
was a gentleman, an inspiration, a world leader in his field and a milestone
creator in the country’s pastoral farming industry. He made a huge contribution,
not only to pasture plant breeding during his time as DSIR’s
Grasslands Division chief breeder and director, but also as
director of DSIR’s Crop Research Division for over a
decade.

Lionel Corkill

His staff called him Corky and he was a Northlander by
birth, born in Aratapu in February 1906. In 1923 he left
school and joined the family baking business going to
Auckland University College to undertake a science degree,
graduating in 1927. A year later Lionel Corkill became a
Foundation Student at Massey College in Palmerston
North, graduating with a BAgSc, and was the first Massey
student to gain an Ag Sci masterate in 1931.

As the Depression dried up jobs he studied ryegrass genetics at Massey for
four more years before joining Grasslands Division as an assistant
agrostologist in 1935. He then spent a year in Australia with CSIRO’s Division
of Plant Industry in Canberra, returning in 1937 to the newly formed DSIR
Grasslands Division, over the road from Massey as its chief plant breeder.
Corky worked for the next two decades at Grasslands and built up a first-rate
group of skilled and experienced plant breeders and research assistants. He
led from the front and bred the world’s first commercially released hybrid
ryegrass, a cross between perennial and annual ryegrass, known initially as HI
and later named Grasslands Manawa in 1964. First certified in 1943, this grass
was the world’s first “short rotation” ryegrass, lasting between three and four
years in a pasture.
As well as his success with perennial and Italian ryegrasses, Corky developed
breeding programmes for cocksfoot, timothy, red and white clovers. His work
ethic was above reproach. He was a real gentleman with the ability to inspire
loyalty, dedication and enthusiasm among his staff, and as a result he
developed a fine esprit du corps in his team, which at times led to some
memorable though for some, not so well remembered social activities.
In the late 1950s, he was lured south and appointed director of Crop Research
Division of DSIR, where he continued to be diplomatic and effective on various
industry boards, serving the flax, tobacco, hops and wheat industries. The
great encouragement he gave his staff led to significant research
breakthroughs and he also developed new buildings at the Lincoln
headquarters.
But grassland was his first love, and when director Peter Sears died suddenly
in 1964, Lionel Corkill returned to Grasslands in Palmerston North as its
director until retiring in 1971. He and Sears had undertaken a consultancy in
Japan some years previously and had advised the Japanese government on
developing their pasture research and livestock farm.
In 1985 Dr Roger Ball and I attended the International Grassland Congress in
Kyoto. We heard the Japanese grassland researchers mentioning “Syers and
Cockill” and we suddenly realised they were referring to our former colleagues!
Their advice was still thriving in Japan some 30 years later.
During his years as director Corky expanded and consolidated staff numbers
and research facilities, developing the regional stations. The Kaikohe Station
in Northland quadrupled its size in 1969 and the Gore station area increased
nine-fold. He organised the purchase of Ballantrae, the hill country station near
Woodville in 1966, and the Aorangi block in Kairanga in 1967. This led to a big
increase in grassland research from the initial 4ha Tiritea Block acquired in

1928 from Massey College for the formers Plant Research Station, the
predecessor of Grasslands Division.
His effort was recognised over the years. In 1958, Corky received a DSc from
the University of New Zealand for his pasture plant genetics and plant breeding
achievements, and in 1966 he was awarded an OBE for grassland
improvement. In 1970 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of New
Zealand and a Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of Agricultural Science.
He served as President of NZGA in 1958 and became an Honorary Life
Member in 1969, and also served on the Grassland Memorial Trust. He led the
NZ delegation to International Grasslands Congresses in the USA (1952),
Brazil (1965) and Australia (1970). Corky was also a Life Member of the NZ
Turf Culture Institute.
After retiring in I971, he worked as Project Leader of the Government
Horticultural Research Station in Singapore for two and a half years under the
Colombo Plan, and then became a consultant for Plant Breeders NZ Ltd, an
associate company of Pyne Gould Guinness Ltd and two large overseas plant
breeding firms. He maintained this interest until 1986 but was still in regular
contact with the Grasslands plant breeders, especially when they bred a lateflowering ryegrass.
Corky married Nancy Evelyn Shelton in 1935, and they had a daughter and
two sons. After Nancy’s death Corky remarried Dorothy Dawick in 1985 but
died in February 1987 of lung cancer.
The then Grasslands director John Lancashire, an old friend and former
colleague, visited Corky shortly before his death and found him chain-smoking
as usual.
“He sat there, a prominent geneticist,” reported Lancashire, “and he told me
that cancer was definitely inherited, as all his brothers (also smokers) had also
died of the same cause!”

1959 CE (Sharky) Iversen
Christen Edward (Sharky) Iversen was a Central Otago man, born in 1907 and
educated at Alexandra. His brother is still farming on the original family
property.

Sharky Iversen

He took an intermediate course at Otago University in 1924
and then a degree course at Lincoln College, graduating in
1928. He then became one of the earliest students to
complete a Master of Agricultural Science in agricultural
economics. He was also able to qualify for the College
Diploma of Agriculture. At college he was an enthusiastic
and successful member of the rugby First XV and in later
life continued as a rugby enthusiast. For a time he was a
member of the Canterbury Rugby Union Management
Committee.

For fifteen years he was a secondary school teacher at St.
Andrew's College, Christchurch, 1929-32, Napier Boys'
High School, 1933-36; and at Christchurch Technical College, 1937-46. During
World War Two he was on active service with the NZ Third Division in the
Pacific as a captain. He joined the Canterbury College staff in 1947 and served
there 20 years, first as a reader in Agriculture with Dick Bevin, then as a lecturer
in Field Husbandry with Jack Calder. From 1959 he was Reader in Agronomy
in the Plant Science Department.
Always close to extension work and farmers, Sharky made a specialist study
of pastures and lucerne and his enthusiasm gave impetus to the expansion of
lucerne growing in parts of the South Island, especially relating to lucerne for
grazing purposes. He participated regularly in College and District Farmers'
Conferences and was always close to practical affairs on the College farms.
He was a regular member of the committees for the College farms.
Sharky was a teacher at the beginning of his career and avowed teacher at the
end, students as individuals and personalities were his interest. A host of Old
Students have abundant reason to recall their association with him in lecture
room and field trip, with pleasure and gratification, for he was one of the general
practitioners able to contribute widely to class or lecture.
He keenly supported the activities of NZGA and was President in 1956, the
year the International Grassland Congress was held in New Zealand. He was
one of the organisers of what became the NZ Weed and Pest Control
Conference. He served for two years, 1957-58, as a member of the
Government appointed Consultative Committee on Agricultural Education,
whose important report attracted considerable attention.
He retired from the College because of prolonged ill health during the 1960s.
Sharky died in September 1967, aged 60.

1960 PD (Peter) Sears
Peter Sears died laughing, at a meeting in Wellington. He threw back his head
and guffawed and then fell forward and died. He was only 49 years old but in

his career had contributed so much to pasture science.
Peter Dill Sears was born in England in 1914 but
educated in New Zealand at Wellington College and later
at Victoria and Canterbury University Colleges, where he
graduated as a Master of Arts and Bachelor of
Commerce. Later he obtained a DSc. He entered
government service as a cadet in the Government Life
Insurance Office in 1930, but then transferred to the
Department of Agriculture and moving into the DSIR‘s
Grasslands Division when it formed in 1936. There he
specialised in pasture ecology and gained his DSc in this
field.

Peter
Sears

In his younger days Sears was a prominent swimmer and
played rugby for Manawatu. He later played golf at the Manawatu Golf Club
and was a Freemason, serving as Master in the Awatea Lodge the year before
he died.
He contributed significantly to shaping the future of grassland research.
However he wasn’t highly regarded by his staff as director over eight years.
Another senior manager, Jim Melville, applied successfully for the position of
Grasslands director when Levy retired, and gained favour with staff members
who had been neglected in terms of remuneration by Levy, who lived
conservatively “on the smell of an oily rag” and expected his staff to do the
same.
Jim Melville therefore battled for salary increases and achieved much in this
aim, but then left to be head of the Waite Institute in Adelaide, Australia in the
mid-1950s. Sears and Corky both applied for the position, and while Corky was
popular among his colleagues, he lacked the contacts within the DSIR
hierarchy. Nevertheless Corky was appointed, whereon Sears objected - and
was appointed instead.
“Sears, however lacked the agricultural background,” Eddie Suckling told me
in a taped interview I recorded in 1992, “It showed when he went out to field
days and farmer meetings. He always needed technical support, and you never
knew when he was serious or just joking. Farmers would be uncertain about
his views until he laughed, indicating that he was joking.”
Suckling went out with Sears on such trips regularly. One day when they were
driving along roads in Waikato they drove around a corner and ran into a flock
of turkeys! Peter jammed on the brakes, told Eddie to hop out and threw the
one they had hit into the boot (which he did, checking it was dead first) and
they hastily drove on before the farmer who had the flock on his farm had seen

the incident. That evening they stayed with a relative of Peter’s, and enjoyed
the roast turkey dinner!
In Suckling’s opinion however, Sears lacked Corky’s extensive experience,
though the duo formed an effective team in international consultancies in Japan
and several other countries, developing lasting reputations.
In 1953 Peter Sears went to South America at the request of the Inter-American
Institute of Agricultural Sciences, and in 1958 the FAO wing of the United
Nations took him to Japan with Lionel Corkill. They returned in 1962 to check
Japanese progress. Sears was also offered a position overseas with the World
Bank but declined it “in the meantime”. He represented New Zealand at several
international conferences and led the New Zealand delegation to the 1960
International Grassland Congress.
Work-wise, Peter Sears collaborated with the Dairy Research Institute in
resolving problems of feed flavours in cream and butter. He also studied facial
eczema in grazing livestock but contributed most notably in pasture production
and utilisation.
In the late 1950s Peter focused on economic and social aspects of agriculture,
where his qualifications in science and economics helped him to campaign for
a better environment for the agricultural industries. As Lionel Corkill wrote later,
Peter Sears was well endowed by training, being a master of arts, a bachelor
of commerce and a doctor of science.
Sears felt that agriculture was the key to New Zealand’s economic future and
his efforts stimulated a national interest in reorganising the financial
background for the primary industries.
Peter Sears was director of DSIR Grasslands at the time of his sudden death
and this stimulated his colleagues to establish the Grassland Memorial Trust
in his memory during 1963, to which other prominent names were
subsequently added in a “roll of honour”.
His wife, son and daughter survived him and Mrs Sears attended the opening
of the Sears Science Building at Grasslands in 1989.

1961 JW (John) Woodcock*
John William Woodcock, usually known as Jack, was born in 1900 and he was
a Foundation Member of NZGA, one of the 21 present at the inaugural meeting

called by AH Cockayne in January 1931.
Impressively, Jack was active from 1931 right up to the
early 1980s. He served in the Durham Light Infantry in
World War One. Afterwards he served as an adviser in the
Department of Agriculture. He eventually rose through the
ranks at DSIR Grasslands.
Jack was NZGA President in 1961 at Tauranga and an
Honorary Life Member. He was active in the team that
established the Grassland Memorial Trust in 1964.
Jack Woodcock

Jack enjoyed a good retirement and remained an NZGA
member until 1981.
He died in 2001 when he was 101, and was survived by two children, six
grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.

1962 IL (Ivor) Elliott
Ivor Elliott went to Lincoln College in 1932 from Nelson and was a distinctive
personality in the then closely-knit student body. After graduating BAgrSc. he
began working for the Department of Agriculture, first in Hawkes Bay where he
did economic survey work.
Then in 1940 he was appointed Supervisor of Fertiliser
Supplies and during the war he controlled the distribution of
rationed fertiliser throughout the country.
In 1947 he moved to the Soil Research Station, at Rukuhia
in Waikato and became its director in 1958. He developed
the soil testing and other allied services; initiated agronomic
programmes and became an integral figure in all aspects of
the Department's field research and extension.

Ivor Elliott

He developed a broad view of agronomic issues in New Zealand grassland and
crops and in Waikato he demonstrated the benefits of irrigation in a region
normally with adequate rainfall. He was responsible for the research that
enabled the Rukuhia peat-lands to be developed for both agricultural and
horticultural crops. Latterly he also had control of the Department's extended
viticulture programme.
He was on the management committee of the NZ Fertiliser Manufacturers'

Research Association (NZFMRA) and a member of the Hauraki Plains
Catchment Board. He was also prominent in establishing the NZ Institute of
Agricultural Science and was a Fellow and Past-President of the Institute.
He also a long-standing member and NZGA President during 1962. He visited
North America, Europe and Australia several times and attended the 1960
International Grassland Congress in England, and several ANZAAS
congresses in Australia.
Ivor Elliot spoke with vigour and colourful phrases; he was practical and
forthright, penetrating and incisive. He was a confidant of agricultural
Leaders,including Hilgendorf, Cockayne, Levy, Smallfield and McMeekan.
Ivor Elliott died suddenly at his Morrinsville home on 18 October aged 61, after
his return from Iraq on behalf of ANZDEC to assess the prospects of possible
irrigation there. He had retired in 1972 after 14 years as Director of the Soil
Research Station, Ministry of Agriculture, Ruakura. He had also been
designated to participate in another exploratory mission in the Middle East.
1963 H (Harry) Woodyear-Smith*
Harry Woodyear-Smith came to New Zealand from England in the early 1920s
and spent several years with the Department of
Agriculture as an economist, instructor and as a seed
certification officer. He then joined the Challenge
Phosphate Company in Northland.
Harry was a Foundation Member of NZGA and a member
of many kindred agricultural organisations. He spent over
30 years promoting pasture improvement, and he had a
very broad knowledge of pastoral farming. After attending
his first conference Harry went on to serve NZGA for
many years. He wasn’t an intrusive person but was there
to venture an opinion if needed.

Harry

He received the NZGA Award for “Betterment of Grasslands from Dr Lionel
Corkill in 1958 at the Dunedin Conference. Harry served as President in 1963
and as the immediate Past President, he was one of the NZGA Executive in
1964 to form the Grassland Memorial Trust following the death of Dr Peter
Sears. He was elected a life member.
1964 TW (Tom) Walker*

I first met Tom Walker in the late 1950s in Newcastleupon-Tyne, Britain, when he was lecturing in crop
production at Kings College, the Newcastle wing of
Durham University that I attended.
For most of the past 94 years New Zealand has been
fortunate to have Tom Walker around, usually talking
about soil fertility. Professor Thomas William Walker
or “Prof”, as we knew him, gained a nationwide
reputation for his great enthusiasm for legumes and
nitrogen fixation in pastures and his expertise in
gardening.

Tom Walker

Even in his retirement years Tom delivered around
100 lectures to groups all over the country, supported
mainly by fertiliser companies.

He also frequently appeared on radio and television, most notably on the
television programme Maggie’s Garden Show, for several years as the
vegetable gardening specialist, showing us how to grow great vegetable crops
in his hillside garden near Halswell to the south of Christchurch. He featured
on the Canterbury CHTV channel’s Homes and Gardens helping with regional
problems. He was gardening correspondent for the Christchurch Star during
1972-1992; for The Press from 1992 onwards, and was a consultant for
Wrightson from 1972 to 1984.
In 1994 Tom Walker received the inaugural Ray Brougham Trophy from the
New Zealand Grassland Trust and was made an honorary NZGA Life Member
in 1996. He also received the Bledisloe Medal at Lincoln University in 1996,
the Rutherford Medal from the Royal Society of New Zealand in 1998, and the
Order of New Zealand in 2000. The New Zealand Institute of Agricultural and
Horticultural Science also awarded him the Jubilee Medal for contribution to
agricultural science.

I first knew Tom as our lecturer in crop production at Kings College, Durham
University in Newcastle upon Tyne, back in 1958 when he was one of the
effective team that the Kiwi Dean of Agriculture, Mac Cooper, had developed
there in the School of Agriculture. From him I learned of the potential
transpiration rates at Lincoln College, and the green footsteps that Tom
observed not long after he had applied molybdenum as a trace element on one
pasture plot – he had walked back over his trial area to the gate and his footsteps showed up afterwards. I listened to his enthusiastic deliveries about soil
fertility then and never forgot his sound advice “If you want to educate, you
have to entertain!” With that pleasant resonant voice, Tom always did!

Thomas William Walker was born on 22 July 1916 in Shepshed, near
Loughborough, Leicestershire, England. From 1928-35 he was a scholarship
boy at Loughborough Grammar School, and in 1935 he was awarded the Royal
Scholarship in Chemistry at the Royal College of Science, Imperial College of
Science and Technology at London University.
In 1937 he obtained first class honours in chemistry and a chemical physics
honours degree, and in 1939 he received a doctorate in soil science and was
awarded a post-doctorate fellowship. Not allowed to serve in the armed forces,
he worked at the Rothamsted Experimental Station in Harpenden from 19391941, looking at alternative phosphates for use in fertiliser-starved Britain. He
then lectured at Manchester University and advised farmers in Lancashire and
Cheshire on soil nutrient problems. In 1940 Tom married his boyhood
sweetheart, Edna Bott, and they were blessed with four daughters, 10
grandchildren and two great grandchildren.
After the War he was principal soil chemist in the National Agricultural Advisory
Service in the West Midlands, after the service was nationalised in 1946, but
moved to Lincoln College, New Zealand in 1952, to be Professor of Soil
Science. Six years later he was lured back to Britain by Mac Cooper to be
Professor of Crop Husbandry at Kings College, the wing of Durham University
in Newcastle on Tyne. There he gave colourful presentations on climate and
nutrient effects on pasture and forage crops, well-illustrated from New Zealand
and British examples. I was enthused by his lectures there and still have my
lecture notes.
“The weather in northeast England was mostly depressing and dreary,” Tom
told me, “and I yearned for the fishing in Canterbury rivers, so Tom returned to
Lincoln in 1960 and resumed his chair in soil science, where he remained until
“retiring” in 1979.
Tom never really did retire, however, as he continued to build a nationwide
reputation on national television, for his expertise in gardening. He grew
vegetables and supplied them to his large family group and his many friends
living around Halswell. At NZGA meetings he maintained his enthusiasm for
legumes and nitrogen fixation in pastures, and he gave presentations
throughout the year, sponsored by fertiliser companies.
Tom Walker began his fertiliser research in 1939 at the start of World War Two.
The first man-made fertilisers had been made at Rothamsted in 1837 by
treating bones with sulphuric acid. A scarcity of bones led to rock phosphate
being substituted and the result was what we call superphosphate. Field trials
on pastures and crops later confirmed its superiority.
Tom then moved to Manchester University where he was responsible for
investigating soil, crop and animal problems for farmers in Lancashire and

Cheshire, developing routine soil-testing methods and eventually analysing
30,000 soil samples a year. When the war ended he became soil chemist for
the West Midlands, the major grass-growing area in England. At this time it
was the practice to recommend heavy applications of nitrogen (N) fertiliser on
grassland and ignore contribution from clovers.
Tom, however, carried out several pasture trials with varying clover content
and found that while pure grass swards gave straight-line N responses, clover
swards gave much smaller responses. The grasses responded well to N but
clovers were suppressed by competition for light, and most of that “gained on
the swings was lost on the roundabouts”, especially when protein, rather than
dry matter yields, was measured!
Tom felt that the ten years he worked on extension in England were his most
valuable working years, because he had close contact with the farming
community and their problems. He was sad when Britain opted for heavy
nitrogen (N) fertiliser use and his move to Lincoln College was possibly
encouraged by this, as he was already a convert to biological N fixation by
clovers.
At Lincoln he studied the effects of sulphur, phosphate and molybdenum on
clover growth. He defined pasture production in New Zealand as “maximum
DM production consistent with optimum N fixation.”
“This makes sound economic sense,” Tom proclaimed, “because making N
fertiliser has high-energy costs and its environmental effects are significant
when applied at higher rates. American workers have shown that most meals
eaten in the USA cost more energy to produce than they supplied – clearly
that’s unsustainable. The low energy cost of New Zealand food production is
primarily because we rely on N fixation.”
He always opposed using natural gas to manufacture urea fertiliser in Taranaki
because this raised food production energy costs. He agreed that there was a
place for intelligent N use, but always argued that farmers seeing their grasses
respond readily to N would easily be persuaded to apply more, to the detriment
of clover content.
“The more stock we carry, the more likely we pollute the air with ammonia and
methane, and the groundwater with nitrate. The more N we use, the worse the
pollution,” he stated. “Here is another reason to vote for clover! As the interest
grows in living in a clean environment, promoting N fixation is the one lesson
we can teach the rest of the world.”
Tom was a vehement critic when he found a product that didn’t perform to its
advertised standard. Lincoln College was taken to court when he described a
liquid fertiliser as “an expensive way to buy a 44-gallon drum!” He was no fan

of organic farming, and described it as a marketing gimmick, and never
hesitated to explain his reasons.
In recent years Tom and Edna were regular attenders at NZGA Annual
Conferences, and his opinions continued to be given and respected during
discussion sessions. In 1994 the Grassland Memorial Trust presented Tom
with the inaugural Ray Brougham Trophy, to honour his lifetime contribution to
New Zealand pastoral agriculture. Then in 1996 he was elected an NZGA Life
Member at the Waitangi Conference. In his speech Tom revealed that when

he attended conferences he always became constipated! But he was
never short of words and always entertaining…
We remained firm friends over the years and hosted him at Grasslands where
he saw the clover improvement work and gave a seminar to the researchers.
I even managed to impress him at Gisborne in 1983, when I tried to emphasise
the importance of white clover to this country. During a presentation on white
clover, I showed an edited slide of former All Black and Grasslands colleague
Robert Burgess with a clover leaf on his shirt instead of the silver fern. Tom
told me afterwards that he’d often wanted to do that but hadn’t dared to!
1965 AT (Alan) Johns
Alan Johns was another Canterbury success, born in Amberley where his
grandfather and father farmed. He was educated at Christ’s College and at
Canterbury University College where he graduated MSc with 1st class Honours
in physical chemistry in 1939.
He developed an international reputation for his research
into bloat, which was and still can be a serious disorder in
dairy cows. Dr Johns established the DSIR’s Plant
Biochemistry Division in Palmerston North. But after Sir
Bruce Levy retired in 1951, Dr Jim Melville was appointed
the DSIR Grasslands director, and he merged the Plant
Chemistry Laboratory with Grasslands Division, to form a
unit of 86 staff.

Alan Johns

But Melville departed in 1956 to become director of the
Waite Institute in Adelaide. This gave Alan an opportunity to exert his influence.
That year Peter Sears became director of Grasslands and Alan Johns the
director of the DSIR Plant Biochemistry Division, with 21 staff.
He expanded the division into several disciplines, including plant and animal
physiology, microbiology, protein-, carbohydrate- and organic-chemistry that
allowed them to solve the complex bloat problem. In those decades clover-rich
pastures gave high milk production, but they carried with them a severe grim

penalty, with up to 15,000 cows dying each year of bloat.
Two years after Alan Johns was NZGA President he became the DirectorGeneral of Agriculture. He returned to Grasslands to open the new AT Johns
Building in the late 1980s, housing the DSIR Plant Biochemistry researchers
before DSIR merged with MAFTech to become AgResearch, the largest crownowned research institute.
1966 AR (Alan) Dingwall
Alan contributed greatly to the development of NZGA in his time, and also the
NZ Weed and Pest Society, as his main research area
was weeds.
He worked as field superintendent for the Department
of Agriculture, based in Christchurch from 1949
onwards.
Alan specialised in controlling crop weeds in
Canterbury and Marlborough and presented many
papers on his findings at conferences and field days
over his long career.

AR
Dingwall

Alan published eight papers in the Proceedings of the
NZ Weed and Pest Society between 1956 and 1969.

Most of his papers were on Sweet Briar, but others on
The harmful effects of weeds, The weeds of Marlborough and The weeds of
Canterbury.
Alan was also largely responsible for the production of a set of common names
for common NZ insects to help ensure reliable information exchange relating
to plants and animals. Alan enjoyed a few years of retirement before he died
in 1979, aged 71.

1967 GS (Robbie) Robinson
Stuart “Robbie” Robinson remained a keen NZGA member into his nineties.
He attended his first Grassland Conference in Palmerston North in 1936 and
joined NZGA, so he was one of the Association’s longest standing members.

Robbie went to Massey College in 1932 and after
graduating, joined the Department of Agriculture in
Palmerston North as an adviser.
When the Second World War began he was ready to
serve in the New Zealand forces but was sent instead
to Britain with five other specialists to assist with food
production.
When these Kiwis arrived Britain was only growing a
third of what it needed, but by the time the war ended
this had risen to two-thirds – although Robbie didn’t
claim to have achieved this on his own!
He trained initially with the famous agronomist Sir
George Stapledon at Dodwell before being posted to
Monmouthshire for three years – it was all great
experience, he recalled.
Robbie Robinson

Robbie returned to advisory work in Masterton before moving to Massey’s
Agronomy Department in 1947, where he worked with Bill Jacques.
The two agronomists soon merged with the Soils Department headed by
Professor Abe Hudson, another NZGA enthusiast at the time. During the early
1950s these people worked hard with DSIR Grasslands Division staff to
organise the 1956 International Grassland Congress in Palmerston North. The
late Ray Brougham once said that they did no everyday work during the two
years before this event!
During the late 1950s and 1960s NZGA was ably run by Secretary Mrs Hazel
Foster, based at MAF Head Office in Wellington. In 1964 following the sudden
death of Peter Sears, Robbie, Mrs Foster, Professor Tom Walker and other
Executive members set up the Grassland Memorial Trust (now NZGT) as a
means of commemorating Sears and other prominent grasslanders.
Robbie continued as reader in agronomy at Massey until he retired from there
in 1972 after 40 years ofservice – but that wasn’t the end. He moved over the
road to DSIR Grasslands and developed the Turf Research unit there until
retiring again in 1976 – and that wasn’t the end either!
He had been a member of the NZ Turf Culture Institute since the 1950s and
served as its President for eight years, so decided to spend most of his spare
retirement time developing that organisation. Only one turf adviser covered the
country then, so he called on retiring MAF farm advisers (those who knew a bit
about turf) and they joined as part-time turf advisers.

Robbie and his wife Chris eventually discovered southeastern Queensland and
bought a duplex in Hervey Bay, only three hours’ drive north of Brisbane. They
thought they might enjoy it for five years or so, but over-wintered there for well
over a decade. Their two sons remain in the agricultural industry. Stewart
managed this country’s only remaining Elders Pastoral store in Hawera, and
David farmed northeast of Melbourne. Eventually they returned to Palmerston
North permanently and lived in a retirement village until he died in the early
2000s.
1968 JP (Jim) Lambert*
A graduate of Massey College in its early years, Jim Lambert joined the staff
at DSIR’s Grasslands Division in 1936. Two years later he started the Lincoln
Regional Station. His progress was soon interrupted however, by World War
Two breaking out, and Jim served in the Royal New Zealand Navy at the start.
However, he was discharged in 1941 to undertake work at the Grassland
Improvement Station in England under the legendary
Sir George Stapledon.
After this service Jim returned to take charge of the
newly-opened DSIR Gore Regional Station and he
worked there until August 1955, when he transferred
to Kaikohe in Northland, to establish that regional
station. He remained in charge of the Kaikohe Station
until he retired in 1972 to live at Snell’s Beach.

Jim Lambert

Jim Lambert was involved in a wide range of pasture
work throughout his career and took many
opportunities to present the results of his research,
and those of his colleagues, to farmers, advisers and
scientists.

At Gore he demonstrated the superior yield and persistency of improved
varieties of perennial ryegrass compared with the local Southland ryegrass.
Working with local advisers and farmers, Jim was able to show the importance
of molybdenum and potash as additions to superphosphate to boost production
over a broad area of rolling country in Southland and West Otago. He also
started the use of autumn-saved pasture in Southland, a technique that later
evolved into the basis of all-grass wintering. Using farmlet trials, he
demonstrated the importance of pasture management research and was also
involved with cocksfoot seed production that became an important industry
east of Gore.
All Jim Lambert’s work led to significant pasture improvement in cooltemperate Southland, and though he could have made further advances in that

region, he was keen to return to warm-temperate Northland to face the
challenge of establishing another regional research effort.

After the physical tasks of land-clearing, roading and fencing the Kaikohe
station, Jim quickly established a logical sequence of experiments to evaluate
a range of plant species he thought would be useful for Northland farming
situations - under what conditions, when these grew, and how best to use them.
These trials involved spaced plant evaluations, mowing trials and farmlet
experiments. His research on fertiliser use and grazing management for
gumland soils was particularly relevant, as were studies on the efficient use of
Kikuyu grass that he started.
In his time Jim was also active in NZGA, attending the annual conferences
where he kept in touch with his DSIR colleagues. He presented papers from
1950 onwards, served on the Executive Committee from 1961 to 1969 and was
President in 1968 at Ashburton. The Grassland Memorial Trust recognised his
contribution by an award and citation in 1967 and the NZGA elected him as a
life member in 1976. Jim’s son Greg Lambert continued in his father’s footsteps
by joining DSIR Grasslands in 1972 and undertaking a similar contribution
throughout his career. Jim Lambert died in 1980.

1969 RHM (Reinhart) Langer
Reinhart Langer was a staff member at Lincoln University from 1959-1985. He
was the father of modern plant science teaching and research. In addition to
being Professor and departmental head of Plant Science, he was VicePrincipal for eight years and Acting Principal for over
a year.
Born in Upper Silesia, Germany (now in Poland) on
17 January 1921, Langer grew up in Berlin and in
1939, he fled to England with his sister and worked
as a veterinary assistant for a year, before spending
the remainder of World War Two working on a
mixed cropping dairy farm.
Langer won a scholarship to the University of
Durham, and began studying agricultural science
there in late 1945.
Reinhart Langer

After graduating Bachelor of Science with honours,
he continued on to doctoral studies, completing
his PhD in 1951. He was then appointed to a research position at
the Grassland Research Institute (GRI), where he had spent time as a

research assistant during his university studies. It was at GRI that Dr Langer
met his future wife, Hilary Joan Wilton, a biometrician, and they wed in
September 1951. They had three children.
In late 1958, Langer was appointed to the faculty of Lincoln College,
near Christchurch, in New Zealand, where his research in the plant science
department centred on increasing yields from crop and pasture plants.
He was particularly interested in plants suited to Canterbury's dry summers,
including white clover, subterranean clover, and lucerne. He also conducted
research into wheat, and served on the national Wheat Research Committee.
Dr Langer was the foundation professor in plant science at Lincoln, and
authored more than 60 books and scientific papers. With George Hill he
wrote Agricultural Plants, published in 1982, that became a standard text for
plant science teaching.
He was also active in the administration of Lincoln College, serving as viceprincipal, and as acting principal for 15 months in 1984 and 1985 between the
tenures of Sir James Stewart and Bruce Ross. Langer served on the University
Grants Committee, and was appointed Lincoln's public orator in 1978.
When he retired from Lincoln in March 1985, Langer was conferred the title
of Professor Emeritus. Following his retirement, Langer acted as a consultant
for establishing forestry and agricultural polytechnic institutes in Indonesia. In
1985 Dr Langer was appointed an OBE in the Queen's Birthday Honours, for
services to agricultural education.
In 2005, Langer was conferred an honorary DSc by Lincoln University. He was
also a fellow of both the New Zealand Institute of Agricultural and Horticultural
Science, and the Australian and New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science. He was NZGA President in 1969. Professor Langer
died in Christchurch on 3 August 2018, aged 97.

1970 RW (Ray) Brougham*

Ray Brougham was the son of a carter around Palmerston North. He was
beside his father on the cart in The Square one day when they met Grasslands

director Sir Bruce Levy. “Would you have you a job for
this lad Mr Levy?” asked old man Brougham. Bruce
Levy told him to send the boy out and he’d set him
onto doing something.
So Ray started at Grasslands at the end of World War
Two, as a raw young technician and worked his way
into research, obtaining advice and ideas from his
colleagues.
He gained an agricultural degree at Massey and
eventually was awarded a DSc for a series of papers
on pasture management. He became Grasslands
Ray Brougham
director in 1970. As director Ray further developed
the regional research stations at Kaikohe (warm
temperate pastures), Ballantrae, near Woodville (for hill country), Aorangi near
Palmerston North (intensive lowland research), Lincoln (dryland), Tekapo (high
country) and at Gore (cool temperate pastures). He was particularly interested
in Ballantrae, directing the group leader Dave Grant to report to him every week
to review decisions that were then implemented the following week.
Ray undertook an extensive research programme at the Aorangi lowland
research station in Kairanga in Manawatu, on managing bull-beef on different
pasture mixtures, but ironically he published hardly anything on his results. It
was long after he had died that the research was published in the NZGA
Proceedings by Gerald Cosgrove.
However a farmer-engineer called Harry Wier, a bull beef farmer and an
exceptional agricultural engineer living near Bulls in Rangitikei, went on to
develop TechnoGrazing™ as a effective adaptation of Ray’s methods for
sustainable farming. Over recent years I have represented Harry by giving
presentations on his effective system at conferences in Tasmania and in
Tipperary, Ireland. I have interviewedNew Zealand and Australian farmers and
all say they would never return to any other management system.
In 1970 NZGA elected Ray as a Life Member and for over a decade he steered
the direction of NZGA’s committee. When he was director Ray travelled around
the country talking to farmer groups to encourage improved controlled grazing.
He may not have published much but he communicated very well to the farming
community.
Back at Grasslands I met one of the farm workers one day and we talked about
Ray’s management methods. He said to me, “I’ve known Ray since he was a
kid, and as far as I’m concerned, he still is!” Ray certainly had adopted the
methods of the then prime minister, Robert Muldoon - he ruled his staff with a

hard hand.
He followed the previous directors in that there were very few female
researchers at Grasslands and no family at any social events. That also
changed after John Lancashire became director and then science manager.
Ray finally retired in 1985 but then devoted considerable effort in organising
the 1993 IGC in Palmerston North (with satellite meetings/tours in several
regions) and Queensland. He personally raised considerable sponsorship
funds to support the travel and attendance of delegates from 91 countries. The
event proved to be most successful at all levels.
In November 1993 Ray died suddenly aged 67. His wife and three sons
presented the Ray Brougham Trophy to NZGT to commemorate his
achievements.

The Seventies
1971 NA (Nelson) Cullen*
Nelson Cullen was born in 1927 and brought up on a farm at Clarendon near
Milton. After his education at Tokomairiro District High School and Otago Boys
High School, he studied agriculture at Lincoln College and graduated BAgrSc
in 1950. That same year he was appointed pasture research officer at the MAF
Invermay Research Station near Dunedin. In 1954 Nelson
married Barbara Stewart and they had four children.
Over the next 16 years Nelson’s research covered
fertiliser and trace elements use, and his pasture studies
focused on establishment, seed mixtures and
management. He discovered molybdenum responses in
pasture, found the best forms/rates of fertilisers, and
determined what affected pasture establishment in the Te
Anau basin.
In 1966 he was appointed Invermay’s director, overseeing
research into animal, pasture, crop, fertiliser and soil
Nelson
Cullen
technology at Invermay and at Tara Hills near Omarama.
He also administered the Woodlands station, south of
Gore. Over the next nine years he was largely responsible for developing
regional programmes and building up a high calibre scientific staff which
included 20 scientists.
In 1975 he moved to Ruakura in Hamilton to be Director of Soil and Plants.
There he had a staff of over 180 including 50 scientists working on plant, soil
and fertiliser research. This included soil testing, soil chemistry, fertilisers,
pastures, crops, weed control, horticulture, viticulture, entomology and aquatic
plants as well as managing sub-stations at Pukehohe and Gisborne.
During the years at Ruakura Nelson recruited more high-calibre staff,
established horticulture research, and helped to set up a comprehensive
fertiliser advisory system. He also established new facilities for entomology,
horticulture and aquatic plant research and promoted farmer-scientist liaison
and publication and dissemination of research findings.
During his career Nelson published 70 scientific papers and contributed at
numerous NZ and International Grassland conferences. He also participated
in overseas aid programmes in Korea and Peru. Nelson was elected as a Life
Member of the NZ Grassland Association and was made a Fellow of the
Institute of Agricultural Science. While retired he continued to write a regular
column the Hamilton newspaper and has been active in charity and community
matters. He died aged 92 in Hamilton.

1972 BR (Bram) Watkin*
For many years Professor Bramwell Watkin maintained an
active interest in NZGA, serving as President in 1972 and being
made a Life Member in 1983. He was also made a Fellow of
the New Zealand Institute of Agricultural and Horticultural
Science in 1984.
Professor Bramwell Roger Watkin, who we all knew as Watty,
was born in Gore in 1925, the youngest of three boys. His
parents were Salvation Army officers, and moved frequently
until a settled period of about five years in Taranaki, where
Watty was Head Prefect at Stratford District High School in
1943.

Bram Watkin

He went on to complete BAgSc and MAgSc (Hons) degrees in the then Field
Husbandry Department in the University of New Zealand, now Massey
University. He had a career spanning six decades, that covered research and
teaching into the interaction between pasture and livestock.
Away from work, Watty was a keen hockey player and represented Taranaki,
Manawatu and the University of New Zealand; he also trained many student
teams in Armidale, New South Wales and Palmerston North. His children knew
him as “the scourge of the sidelines in Palmerston North hockey”. He also
loved jazz and was quite an accomplished trumpet player.
Watty undertook a doctorate at Wye College, University of London during
1949-1954, supervised by the legendary Professor Mac Cooper. He followed
this in 1954/55 with postdoctoral studies at the Grassland Research Institute,
Hurley and ICI’s Jealotts Hill Research Station, both in England. He returned
to New Zealand in 1955 and was appointed Officer-in-Charge at the Lincoln
Sub-Station of DSIR Grasslands. Four years later Watty was promoted to
Chief Pasture Ecologist and was transferred to DSIR Grasslands in Palmerston
North.
A year later, however, Watty applied for and was appointed as Senior Lecturer
in Agronomy, at the University of New England, Australia. He enjoyed teaching
agronomy but in late 1964 he returned to Palmerston North as the Foundation
Professor and Head of the Agronomy Department at Massey University. He
held this post until he retired in 1986. In 1983 he also served as Dean of the
Faculty of Agricultural and Horticultural Sciences.

Watty was one of the leading pasture agronomists of his generation. He was
primarily interested in the interaction between grazing animals and pastures,
emphasising both pasture and animal production. His work covered the effects
of grazing on individual grass and legume species, to livestock production from
grazing systems. That didn’t prevent him undertaking pioneering research on
pasture establishment, pasture measurement, diet selection and animal
production. His research on how animal droppings affect pasture composition
and herbage yield was recognised internationally.
In 1970, he was awarded a New Zealand-United States Educational
Foundation travel grant to study at the University of Kentucky. In 1976, he
presented a key address on “The effects of grazing animals on pastures” at an
international conference in Brisbane, Australia. This review is still being cited
after more than 30 years.
Watty was a key player in establishing the New Zealand Seed Technology
Centre at Massey University in 1976. Over 30 years, more than 1200 students,
many from developing countries, passed through the Centre. He personally
supervised more than 40 postgraduates, including many PhD students. Five
young grassland scientists from five different countries went on to make
influential contributions to the International Grassland Congress (IGC). Later,
all five were representatives on the IGC Continuing Committee.
After his retirement, for nine years (1986-1995), Watty served as an
International Adviser to the Dairy Farming Promotion Organisation (DFPO) of
Thailand, where he lived for two years. He contributed significantly to
developing Thailand’s dairy industry, and he trained a generation of Thai
scientists in grassland farming. He visited Thailand at least once a year for
more than 20 years. His research while in Thailand was on practical aspects
of using tropical pastures. Several research publications emerged from this
work that contributed to Thailand’s credibility in dairy research.
On 23 May 2011, Watty died peacefully in Auckland, surrounded by his family.
His eldest daughter, Terrill, had died in a car crash as a young woman but he
was survived by his wife, Natalie, three daughters, a son and 10 grandchildren.
He will be remembered for his outstanding contribution to New Zealand in
grassland science and to Thailand’s dairy industry.
1973 JGH (Jim) White*
Jim was born in the Graham Valley inland from Motueka. He studied soil and
plant science at Lincoln and graduated in 1955 and became Professor Tom
Walker’s first masterate student. Jim went to Adelaide, South Australia where
he undertook a doctorate before returning to Lincoln as a lecturer.

Several years later he became Head of the Plant
Science Department and developed the custom of
bringing his staff to the annual NZGA conferences.
Jim always asked the ‘curly’ questions after many
presentations, never to embarrass the speaker but to
gain more knowledge for all those attending.

Jim White

During his career he co-authored a textbook on
pasture and crop science but he was also a very keen
gardener with his wife Barbara. He retired in 1994 and
his gardening interest took over. The Canterbury
Horticultural Society benefited from his expertise and
he covered different aspects at the monthly meetings.
He spoke at many other clubs and was also active in
judging the regional gardens.

One year Jim and Barbara took a trip to Britain and while in Warwickshire they
decided to attend a Sunday service at a Methodist church. They were sitting in
a pew when two elderly women sitting behind touched Jim’s shoulder and
politely asked if he was from New Zealand.
Jim replied that he lived in Christchurch and they asked if he knew a Professor
Walker, whereon Jim replied, “Know Prof? Tom and I work together!” They
were two of Tom’s sisters who lived in Britain! The Whites were duly treated to
the Walker family hospitality for several days and had difficulty moving on.
Sadly, Jim’s health deteriorated in 2004-5 and after receiving the Ray
Brougham Trophy at NZGA Dunedin he died in 2007.
1974 C (Cornelius/Peter) During
Peter During was born in Munich, Germany in 1916 and educated at Salem, a
famous boarding school founded by Max von Baden and Kurt Hahn. His life
was greatly influenced by the headmaster’s ethic of competitiveness, stoicism
and anti-snobbishness.
He moved to Britain when the Nazis came to power and there he worked as a
labourer until 1940 when he migrated to New Zealand.
Here he worked on farms and drove bulldozers until he had earned enough

money to undertake a science degree at Massey
University. In 1949 Cornelius During, who was known
as Peter for some unknown reason, was the Senior
Scholar in his year.
After graduating, he began his career in the
Department of Agriculture Field Research Group in
Wellington as leader of the Soil Research Section. He
was responsible for overseeing hundreds of fertiliser
response trials throughout the country and analysing
the results. Peter was also personally responsible for
research on the difficult Pakihi soils on the West Coast
and glacial moraine soils at Te Anau, where he found
out that lack of clover content in the pastures was due
to failure of Rhizobium inoculation.

Peter During

He had a keen analytical ability and with this and his tremendous knowledge
of New Zealand soils and their nutritional needs, he was able to determine their
likely fertiliser requirements, based on soil type, nutrient deficiencies, slop and
animal stocking for their development, maintenance and production.
After several years in Wellington, Peter moved to the Ruakura Research
Centre in Hamilton where he continued working on soils, pastures and
fertilisers. There he compiled his textbook Fertilisers and soils in New Zealand
farming. It was published in 1967 and went to three editions, providing the basis
for modern fertiliser use and recommendations.
In addition to soil science Peter also studied farm system management,
working at Whatawhata with Allan Gillingham and others to develop practical
management guidelines for feeding ewe hoggets in hill country. This work
contributed to highly successful controlled grazing systems that were adopted
in later years. He wrote many papers on these topics and was active in NZGA,
serving as President in 1975. Later he was made a Fellow of the New Zealand
Institute of Agricultural Science.
In 1982 after 35 years of service, he retired to Auckland with his wife Dr Zoe
During and their five children. He died in June 2002.
Peter During built the foundation of modern fertiliser use. Nelson Cullen, his
Ruakura Director of Soil and Plants has described his contribution to New
Zealand agriculture as second to none.

1975 GL (George) Banfield

A former Lincoln College graduate, George Banfield was field superintendent
of the Department of Agriculture at Hamilton, received
the first award made by the Grassland Memorial Trust.
It assisted Mr Banﬁeld to attend the International
Grassland Congress at Helsinki, Finland, in 1964. He
also studied agricultural extension in Europe and North
America.
George graduated in agricultural science at Lincoln
College in 1940, and after five years’ naval service
during the Second World War, he was appointed as a
farm advisory officer at Hamilton and later Thames.
George Banfield
He worked for 13 years in the Thames area before
being moved to be assistant ﬁeld superintendent in
Dunedin, and was later promoted to be field superintendent at Hamilton in
1962.

Mr Banﬁeld was well-known for his work in pasture establishment and
management, weed and pest control and fertiliser use. He had an excellent
record in farming and research and extension work. He developed hump-andhollow drainage systems on the Hauraki Plains, near Thames, and ended up
as senior regional adviser for MAF, based in Hamilton.

1976 AW (Bill) Hurst*
Bill Hurst farmed near Waimate and was well-known in the farming community
of South Canterbury. He attended one Grassland Conference
and then many others, and was a keen member of NZGA,
along with his father.
It was his father, also AW Hurst, who started the Best Spoken
Paper Award in the mid-1960s, after falling asleep during
several papers at one conference.
Bill and Jesse Hurst made these events an annual holiday
Bill Hurst
and were well-known for their after-hours hospitality. Indeed,
some of their guests were seen to be nursing their heads and
falling asleep during paper sessions the next day!
Bill became involved in discussion sessions after presentations, and he
contributed solidly from his sector to the conference content for many years.
He was the first farmer to become President, during 1976. Once elected to the
NZGA Executive Committee Bill had to put his effort where his mouth was!

He became a good friend of Ray Brougham in the 1970s and regularly called
in at Grasslands in Palmerston North when passing, for a chat, a tour around
the campus, to collect ideas for using on his own dryland farm.
He was the President at the 1976 Nelson Conference when the Committee
was accused of being “a bunch of old women” and he didn’t take that comment
lightly. Bill remained active in the Grassland Memorial Trust and judged the
Farmer Awards at the 1986 Alexandra Conference.
I last saw Bill and Jesse at the 1982 Conference held in the Wesley Church at
Blenheim. It was the only occasion that we managed to get 400 members into
a church! He died in May 1991.
1977 WG (Bill) Thurston
Bill Thurston was a quiet-spoken man who was mainly a research manager at
DSIR Grasslands, rather than carrying out the research.
Latterly as divisional editor, he managed the Division’s
research output.
Bill joined the staff of DSIR Grasslands as an
agrostologist in January 1939, working with Dr Peter
Sears. He transferred to Lincoln in 1941, taking charge
of the fledgling research station there, but a year later,
like other Grasslands scientists, he became involved
with wartime aerodrome maintenance.
He resumed managing the Lincoln research effort in
Bill Thurston
1944, evaluating Grasslands pasture selections and
running grazing trials that examined the effects of dung
and urine return. In 1953 Bill moved back to Palmerston North as station
manager and in 1957 was appointed science liaison officer and editor of
science publications. He ran the Editorial Committees that checked and guided
all the drafts to publication.

He was appointed the technical editor of NZGA in 1968, continuing to serve in
this role for ten years. Bill served as NZGA President in 1977 in Palmerston
North - the first president to enjoy leading the Conference in his home town.
Bill lived with wife Peggy and they had two sons, Bill and John, and a daughter,
Margaret-Ann. Bill Junior, as chairman of one of NZ’s largest law firms, drew
up the original Grassland Memorial Trust deed when Bill Senior was secretary
of the Trust Steering committee.
Bill was also involved in the Manawatu Catchment Board during the 1970s and
had worked for the Public Service Association from 1954 onwards. He
established the Public Service Welfare Society in the region and was local

agent for the Public Service Investment Society (now The Co-operative Bank).
He encouraged the public servants to save for their future.
After his retirement in 1979 Bill lived a quiet life with Peggy and enjoyed
gardening, growing roses as a pastime. He was also a keen bowler but still
maintained a strong interest in grassland matters and joined Ray Brougham,
Jack Gomez and Cyril Armstrong on rare occasions to socialise with his retired
mates.
When he died in the early 2000s, Bill didn’t want a funeral but his adult sons
wouldn’t let him off the hook. They held a humorous memorial service that
included recollections of his family life. At the time of his death, Bill’s younger
son John was Police Superintendent for Waikato, and he told those present
how strict a father Bill had tried to be.
Bill would leave written instructions on the kitchen table for them that really
amused them. So they waited until he had left and then did what they wanted
to anyway. However they did appreciate his fatherly guidance and did well
subsequently in their careers.

1978 RS (Robin) Scott
Robin Scott led the Pasture Agronomy Group at Invermay. He carried out
research into aerial spreading of fertiliser, developing a
cone receiver that enabled him to determine the spread. His
research on this, however, led to industry complaints and
was stopped when the Minister of Civil Aviation had heard
that Robin had focused on the problem of uneven
distribution patterns, its inefficiency and the risks of residues
in the food chain.
The Minister berated Robin at a meeting in Queenstown,
accusing him of dreaming up his facts and swearing they
Robin Scott
were totally incorrect. He forgot about the harsh effect his
remarks had on Invermay’s research reputation, but Robin
Scott persevered until he eventually received an apology, albeit from a lower
tier in the Minister’s office. Robin’s papers on his topdressing work were often
requested subsequently from North and South America.
He then spent time in Uruguay with FAO but once back at Invermay he and Bill
Lowther found good benefits by growing Lotus species in the less fertile Otago
hills and high country. He led an evaluation of Lotus on Otago extensive
pastures and found that tannin content in its foliage increased to deter livestock
grazing in harsh situations. He also studied for a doctorate at Massey
University.

Robin Scott was elected to the NZGA Executive Committee in 1973 and served
as President in 1978. He served a further five years as an NZGT trustee. At
this time Robin, Bill Lowther and I used to debate aspects of Lotus at several
annual conferences during the social hours.
Scott went on to become Director of Plant and Soil Research in MAF’s
Wellington Head Office, and worked there until his retirement. After several
years, Robin suddenly became ill in his Kapiti home, but his problem was
overlooked by medical authorities and he died.

1979 AJ (Alan) Harris
Alan was born in 1930, a Cantabrian with Scottish ancestry and he started in
DSIR as officer-in-charge of Gore in 1955. I had first met him when he was
spending a year based at the Irish Government’s research station at Grange,
near Dublin. When he arrived the Irish researchers decided to trick him, and
told him to wait by the Irish Rugby Ground, a well-known red
light district.
While Alan was waiting, several prostitutes accosted him,
much to the amusement of the Irish researchers were parked
across the road. When Alan was retiring, John Lancashire
told those gathered about it.
Alan was elected to the NZGA Executive and was among the
“Old Women” at Nelson in 1976. He was President at
Rotorua in 1979 when we had four inches (100mm) of rain
Alan Harris
during the field day. He led the Gore team well, but went
through a dark patch when in 1960 director Grasslands Peter
Sears described his performance as lacking ambition and imagination!
However he carried out livestock-pasture research that was needed in Otago
and Southland, aided by the Gore team.
When he retired he was involved with a Canterbury pipe band. Apparently he
died in Christchurch around the turn of the century.

The Eighties
1980 TE (Terry) Ludecke
Terry Ludecke began his agricultural working years in Central Otago, as a field
research officer with the Department of Agriculture. He had studied at Lincoln
College during 1954-57 where he graduated MAgSc.
His research in Central Otago gave farmers and farm
advisers the key to the phosphate and sulphate of schist
and greywacke-derived soils, which was so essential for
worthwhile clover responses when improving tussock hill
country.
Terry also tackled finest of grinding sulphur; sulphur
forms; clover nodulation; suitable sheep breeds for
improved hill country - all problems needing urgent
answers to enable farmers to progress.

Terry Ludecke

Terry joined the staff at Lincoln College in 1960 and became a reader in soil
science. There he tackled the conditions necessary for nitrogen responses in
wheat, a doctorate study at the time of his sudden death on 5 May 1980.
As soon as Terry started on the Lincoln staff he joined NZGA and began
contributing papers at the annual conferences. In the decades he was active
he presented eight papers. He enjoyed helping to organise events and
inevitably became involved on the NZGA Executive Committee. He helped to
organise the 1970 NZGA Conference at Lincoln and was elected to the
Executive in 1975, while he was already President of the NZ Society of Soil
Science during 1974-76. In 1979 Terry chaired the organising committee for
NZGA’s first and very successful Research & Practice Conference on Herbage
Seed Production. This effort never stopped his outside activities - he was also
chairman of a school board of governors, President of the Lincoln College
Rugby Club, Secretary of the Old Students Association, he chaired the Lincoln
College Branch of the University Teachers Association, and he gave service to
his church.
But above all, Terry placed people as individuals the most important. He found
temporary accommodation for students in Alexandra; he did something about
a few students who were being disadvantaged by a change of course structure
at Lincoln College. He gave good counsel to so many students - enthusiasm
was his hallmark. Terry also had a great sense of humour and never lost an
opportunity to pull someone’s leg.

Terry Ludecke was midway through his year as NZGA President when he died
suddenly, refereeing a rugby game, I was told. Vice-President John Lancashire
stepped in to carry on with the 50th Conference in Greymouth. The Herbage
Seed Conference Proceedings was dedicated in Terry’s honour. Terry left
behind his wife Barbara, their two daughters and two sons.

1979-1981 JA (John) Lancashire*
John Lancashire led the Agronomy Group at DSIR Grasslands after Ray
Brougham became director. Called Lanc by his
colleagues, he was a grumpy character and always a
political beast. In 1985 he was appointed director at
Grasslands when Ray Brougham retired, and led
Grasslands into a new user pays era, to reduce science
funding.
Lanc was born in north London in 1935, and came to New
Zealand after gaining a BSc in agriculture at Wye College.
He joined Grasslands in 1960 and then a masterate study
at Massey. He married Grasslands technician Sue
Couper, and they lived in the only house on the
Grasslands campus.

John Lancashire

This led to one event that occurred on one cold winter
night. Lanc was woken around 1.00am by his phone ringing. It was Kamla
Pandey, the Genetics group leader, who was concerned that a glasshouse
window had been left open. Could he please check and close the window?
Reluctantly Lanc dressed and walked over to the nearby Genetics glasshouse,
found the window had been closed, and returned home. He waited about an
hour before phoning Dr Pandey, who answered the phone somewhat sleepily.
Lanc then told him the window WAS closed and that he could go back to sleep
again!

On my first day at Grasslands, Ray Brougham, Lanc and a few colleagues took
me to a bar in Palmerston North. During the “icebreaking” Lanc accidentally
spilled a glassful of lager over me! So he really launched my New Zealand
career.
Shortly after he returned to Britain for a year at the Welsh Plant Breeding
Station in Aberystwyth. Lanc was very enthusiastic and active in NZGA and
served as President in 1979-81, for two years when the incumbent president
Terry Ludecke died suddenly. In 1981 he appointed me as NZGA Secretary
when Howard Bezar moved to Lincoln to work in DSIR Crop Research.
Together we turned around the Association’s fortunes and introduced several

innovations that boosted conference attendance, NZGA membership and its
coffers.
John even went to Australia to attend the Orange Field Days west of Sydney,
offering to give two seminars on pasture seeds for the farmer visitors. We were
told that the first seminar attracted no one, but the second attracted two rural
women who insisted that he give his talk and one of them proceed to knit while
she listened!
He then visited seed producers in a rather hot Adelaide, and flew from there to
Hobart to talk to the Tasmanians. It was so hot that he left his suitcase in Adelaide, where he was returning, and went to Hobart wearing only a tee shirt and
shorts. The temperature in Hobart unfortunately fell to 8ºC and John Lancashire froze! He never returned there on business…
In November 1984 at the Timaru Conference, John deputised for Grassland
Trust chairman, Woodville farmer Jim Inglis when Jim was in hospital after
suffering a heart attack and was unable to present the Grassland Memorial
Trust awards. John was preparing for his presentation while the last speaker
in the session leading to the Trust Awards was answering questions, when he
suddenly realised he had left the award scrolls in his motel room, a kilometre
away! He sprinted out of the venue to his motel, gathered the scrolls and raced
back, and was relieved to hear the speaker still answering a final question... he
must have broken the record for a mile ever held in New Zealand!
When Ray Brougham retired in 1985 John was appointed DSIR Grasslands
director. He developed into a grumpy political beast and yet steered the division
through a difficult period when the Government introduced a User-Pays policy,
to gain commercial funding.
Lanc was keen to promote DSIR Grasslands and its pasture varieties. Before
he became director he developed the NZ Seed Promotion Council (NZSPC),
working with seed companies and the seed grower organisations. Lanc went
on the first promotion effort in Australia in 1983. In 1989 a Grasslands team
organised a series of field stops, working with NZ Federated Farmers, during
a serious summer drought in South Canterbury and North Otago. The final onfarm stop was in the Hakataramea Valley, inland from Oamaru, and almost
every pasture was burned off by drought - except a paddock based on
Grasslands Wana cocksfoot that was still green, and a nearby lucerne pasture.
Prime Minister David Lange visited the event by helicopter. He came up to us,
as we had new DSIR jackets and he was sponsored by DSIR for his car racing.
He asked Lanc what was special about this pasture. Lanc replied that it was
still here and growing! We featured drought-tolerant species in this tour and
this impressed the farmers and boosted their use.
John Lancashire retired as an AgResearch science manager in 1996 and

moved to coastal Raumati. One evening his wife Sue suddenly collapsed and
died and this devastated him. He soldiered on however, and in his final months
he raised considerable funds on behalf of the Māori Trust that owned Queen
Elizabeth Park. In 2015 he became unwell, underwent chemotherapy but died,
survived by two daughters and a son.

1982 JAH (Jim) Inglis*
Jim Inglis was a modest gentleman with a sharp dry wit and ready comment.
Born in Havelock North, he was brought up on Ratahiwi, the hill country farm
under Wharite Peak, near Woodville.
He attended Wanganui Collegiate and then qualified as an accountant,
practising in Dannevirke. But when his father died in
1947 Jim and his sister Helen took over the family farm
in partnership.
While Helen focused on managing the farm, Jim
became a stalwart supporter of research and
innovation and was keen to try and develop any new
ideas. He joined NZGA and the Manawatu Agricultural
Club at a time when these organisations were
expanding rapidly.
He also hosted scientists on his farm to try new
techniques, including aerial topdressing, scanning
Jim Inglis
ewes for pregnancy, oversowing improved grasses
and legumes, and nitrogen fertiliser use. In the 1960s
DSIR Grasslands scientist Roger Ball undertook nitrogen fertiliser trials for his
doctorate on Jim’s farm, and one day he disclosed to Jim that nitrogen boosted
the pasture growth. So Jim promptly had much of the farm aerially top-dressed
with nitrogen – including Roger’s trial area!

The Hawke’s Bay farming industry regarded Jim highly and from 1965 to 1985
he was a director of the Hawke’s Bay Farmers Meat Company. Jim was also a
member of the Royal Society of New Zealand (Manawatu Branch) and served
many years; he was elected a Life Member of the Manawatu Branch at the
1998 Annual General Meeting.
In 1965 he presented a paper at the NZGA Whanganui Conference and from
then on attended the annual Conferences. He also travelled to attend the
International Grassland Congresses in Russia, the USA and Queensland. He
became a keen contributor in discussion sessions and his opinions were highly
regarded at meetings and field days. Indeed, I first met Jim when he held a

field day at Ratahiwi in 1974 and I was a new arrival at the Ballantrae hill
country research station nearby. He impressed me from that day on.
In 1975 Jim married teacher Jonnie McIntyre from Whanganui, and before long
Jim Junior and Iain were born. He was proud of his Scottish family background
and soon we were able to see young Iain in full Scottish dress participating in
Scottish dancing contests held in The Square in Palmerston North!
Jim’s keen participation at annual NZGA conferences led to him being elected
to the NZGA Executive Committee and eventually he served as President in
1981-82. I took over as Secretary at this time and enjoyed working with Jim
during the 1982 Blenheim Conference; and we became firm friends. We were
also involved the following year in Gisborne when MAF researcher John
Toxopeus served as President and the Local Organising Committee Chairman
was MAF Regional advisor John Fitzharris. I recall that on at least one occasion
in Gisborne the NZGA Past-President Jim Inglis hybridised these two, referring
to Fitzopeus and Toxharris!
From 1982 Jim then served on the Grassland Memorial Trust, now NZGT and
Jim, John Lancashire and I collaborated to alter the Trust’s direction to a more
democratic course. In 1984 he was elected as an NZGA Life Member but he
suffered a heart attack that year so was unable to be honoured at the Annual
Conference held in Timaru.
In 1987 he took over as GMT chairman and led an innovative team effort until
he stepped down in 1995. In 1993 Jim, John Lancashire and I enjoyed judging
the farms nominated for awards in Wairarapa, and subsequently Jim and I
became the farming judges, travelling around several farming regions judging
the top farms. We developed a complementary system whereby Jim would
assess the livestock and financial status, these being his particular forte,
whereas I would assess the pastures. Together we identified those farms that
truly deserved the two annual grassland farming awards. In certain years
Grassland Trustees Michael Smetham, Alan Stewart, Keith Widdup, Gavin
Sheath or Mike O’Connor, joined us judging in regions they knew particularly
well.
Jim was ahead of his time in that he always considered the sustainability and
environmental impact of the farms we visited; and he dismissed several
enterprises because they were lacking in these areas.
During these travels we had some unusual experiences, including being driven
through a blizzard from Dunedin Airport to Invercargill in a shuttle van one night
when the flight was diverted; and riding over rather undulating land on the tray
of quad bikes. In North Canterbury during 1994 the farm trailer we were in
almost colliding with a stout gatepost after descending a hill at some speed,

and in 1995 we were confined to a Whangarei hotel with the Labour Party
caucus when a storm prevented our departure that evening. Jim had served as
National Party treasurer in John Falloon’s Wairarapa seat for quite some time,
so the last people he wanted to be confined with in a storm were Helen Clark,
Mike Moore and colleagues! Then in 1999 Jim and I had stopped to buy lunch
at a takeaway café in Motueka and were waiting to be served, when in a fully
patched bikie entered to buy his lunch. That day I learned much about body
language from my fellow judge!
Eventually I succeeded Jim as Trust chairman but we continued to appreciate
his experience and wisdom at the biannual meetings for some years, when we
brought the Trust back alongside NZGA as its investment and recognition wing
and changed its name to the NZ Grassland Trust. Jim finally retired from NZGT
as the century ended but Jim, Jonnie and sons Jimmy and Iain kept on
attending the Annual Conferences. In 2003 at the Conference in Palmerston
North NZGA presented Jim with a Long Service Award, recognising his
significant contribution to the country’s grassland farming.
He gradually took a back seat in his farming business, letting his sons take
over expanding the Inglis enterprise with novel enterprises that failed.
However, Jim and Jonnie enjoyed holidays and cruises, but his health
deteriorated, and he developed Parkinsons Disease. Jim spent his final year in
a retirement home in Havelock North and died on 25 May 2012. He was 86.
He will be remembered as an innovative farmer, a witty communicator and as
a true gentleman. Not many farmers would change for dinner after a day on
the farm!
1983 MRJ (Jon) Toxopeus
Menko Renko Jon Toxopeus - or just Tox as we knew him - was born in
Amsterdam, the son of a Zoology professor. He
liked telling people how things should be done,
according to his wife, one-time nurse Elisabeth
Thomson, sister of dairy researcher Norm Thomson.
Tox was raised in Indonesia (then the Dutch East
Indies) and the family survived harrowing times
when the Japanese invaded and took over the
country during World War Two. After the war Tox
studied in The Netherlands before moving to New
Zealand.
Initially he was a forestry cadet in Southland and
then a lawn technician in Palmerston North at the
Turf Institute. He then won a scholarship to Massey
College to study agriculture. He was a unique

Jon Toxopeus

student for his time, as he had the background that embraced the wider picture;
and he had an early focus on sustainability.
But Tox was a great talker on any topic, which was often quite tiring for some,
because there he diverted into many side branches along the way! But and if
anyone in Tox’s Massey year missed a lecture they were advised to "go and
see Tox!”
While at Massey he developed a close friendship with a Kenya student, Jack
Ripley. He bought an Indian Motorcycle and together they visited nurse events
in Masterton - and both later married hospital nurses!

Tox gained an MAgrScin Soil Science under Dr Cliff Fife in the Department of
Soils and Field Husbandry (the first Head of Soil Science). He started with the
Department of Agriculture at the now-defunct Milson Research Area near the
current Palmerston North Airport.
He finally moved to the Rukuhia Soil Research Station, south of Hamilton, as
a soil scientist for the rest of his career. However, his work had its ups-anddowns, as frustrations with his colleagues were numerous; but Tox had a
supportive director in Ivor Elliot, an earlier NZGA President.
He worked in the developing Soils and Fertilisers Group with Mike O’Connor,
and they undertook fertiliser and lime trials in Waikato and around Auckland
Northland regions. Tox was a frequent visitor to the Te Kuiti research area
where another NZGA President, Peter Yeoman, was OIC for a period.
Tox was interested in lime and its effects on pasture, as its application didn’t
boost the pasture growth but had some effects on grazing livestock. Along with
colleagues, including Mike O’Connor and Geoff Crouchley (in Hawke’s Bay),
he found that stock certainly preferred grazing on pasture that had received
lime in heavy dressings.
Taupo farm adviser Robin Gordon once verified that to me from on-farm
observations when, after a fence had been removed, separating limed and
unlined pasture, he saw all the sheep on the limed area and none where lime
hadn’t been spread. It was also evident that sheep on lime-treated pasture
developed a “bloom” and their carcasses rated well at the freezing works.
Tox was a regular attender at NZGA conferences and was elected to the
Executive Committee in the late 1970s. He served as President in 1983 at the
Gisborne Conference, and on the first morning he replied fluently to the hosts
on the Poho-Rawiri Marae in their own language, much to their delight.
He went on to serve as a NZGT trustee for many years, until he retired.

After the family left home, Tox and Elizabeth moved to Tauranga, where he
pursed his main interests - talking, collecting, tinkering, fishing and rockfossicking. He loved tools and built up an impressive collection. His mates
knew that if they needed a tool for a job, all they needed to do was to go and
see Tox!
I last met him (and listened to him!) at the 2013 Tauranga Conference Dinner
and he was more logical than I’d known in earlier years, but age has caught up
and now his memories are mostly gone. But his advice still features on rare
occasions. In April a blog (Coast & Country News, an article by Peter Burton
entitled Magnesium is the Cinderella of New Zealand featured Tox’s views
written 50 years ago, along with those of his late friend Professor Tom Walker.
Tox died in 2020.
1984 AJ (Jim) Cresswell
Jim was a Marlborough farmer and well-known as a lucerne seed grower. He
enjoyed communicating opportunities with Marlborough
farmers and the farm advisers and served on the LOC
when NZGA was held in Marlborough in 1982.
He had served on the local organising committee for the
1962 NZGA Conference and retained interest in the
Association. Jim was elected to the Executive Committee
at the 1980 Greymouth Conference and was President
during 1984 at the Timaru Conference.
Jim Cresswell

As a past president he was elected to the Grassland
Memorial Trust and enjoyed participating in the twiceyearly meetings. He resigned a trustee in 1989 after serving the usual five-year
term, but retained his NZGA membership for some years afterwards.
At a later conference I remember him telling me that he was enjoying the “high
life” by travelling overseas.

1985 GW (Gavin) Sheath*
Born in March 1951, Gavin obtained an Honours degree at Lincoln University
and worked at first as the MAF district scientist for Otago, carrying out
evaluation trials in dryland and irrigated situations.
I first met Gavin in December 1973 at the Invermay Research Station when it
was housed in a set of service buildings on the former airfield near Mosgiel. I

found him an intense thinker and you had to be well focused
to match him.
I had recently arrived in New Zealand and was visiting Bill
Lowther to talk legumes. Gavin, Bill and I had a long
discussion about legume Lotus, and only a few years later
Gavin moved to Palmerston North to undertake a doctorate
at Massey University on growth and agronomy of Grasslands
Maku lotus.
Gavin Sheath

After obtaining his doctorate he moved to MAF’s
Whatawhata hill country research station to join science leader Peter Rattray,
soil nutritionist Allan Gillingham, animal behaviour scientist Clive Dalton and
others. Gavin maintained his interest in legumes at Whatawhata and he was
elected to the NZGA Executive Committee in the early 1980s. He developed
the first NZGA poster session at the 1983 Gisborne Conference, which greatly
increased the number of conference presentations.
Gavin became Group Leader at Whatawhata when Peter Rattray moved to
Ruakura to lead the Beef Research Group. With the advent of the User Pays
policy in the mid-1980s, Gavin moved into farming systems research and
began fruitful work with Māori incorporations, becoming a source of farming
wisdom that helped improve some large land areas in North Island hill country.
Gavin served as NZGA President in 1985 when the conference was held at
Whangarei and then joined the Grassland Memorial Trust. In 2002 Gavin and
I judged farms around Greymouth for the GMT Farm Awards. We enjoyed
discussions with some innovative farmers, and Gavin also ensured that we also
enjoyed a beer in the famous Blackball pub where the NZ Labour Party began.
In the early 1990s Gavin was coopted onto the Organising Committee for the
XVII International Grassland Congress by chief organiser, Ray Brougham, held
in New Zealand centres and Rockhampton, Queensland.
He developed a successful IGC programme that featured keynote addresses
on a topic followed by posters around the same topic, ending with a 90 minute
discussion session to form conclusions. This proved far more successful than
the traditional format used at previous congresses.
Gavin was at the forefront of engaging with Māori economic authorities, long
before this was fashionable, to encourage their participation in agricultural R&D
and to increase adoption of relevant innovations to improve the economic outcomes for Māori. This led to widespread involvement with Māori agribusinesses
including roles such as: Chair of Business Advisory Group for Wairarapa Moana

Incorporation and Wi Pere Trust; Programme Manager of Whai Hua’s dairy products PGP programme; Project Manager of Miraka’s Healthy Rivers Submissions;
and as a judge for the Ahuwhenua Trophy.
It is fair to say that Gavin has at times been a polarising figure but that is common
to individuals who want to drive change in any area and particularly in agriculture,
and his commitment to the development of NZ agriculture has been a feature of
his career.
His involvement in the NZ Grassland Association has been second to none!
Throughout his career he has published more than 30 NZGA papers, was on
the NZGA executive for a decade resulting in being NZGA President in 1985.
He was a NZ Grassland Trust trustee for 33-years from 1985 to 2018 and was
the Chair of the Trust from 2013 to 2017. Gavin was the Oceania representative
on the International Grassland Congress Continuing committee from 20012008 and was the IGC Chair form 2005-2008 during which time he was heavily
involved in organising the first joint IGC-IRC Congress in China.
For his services to the Association, Gavin was made an Honorary life member
in 2001 at the Hamilton Conference and was awarded the Ray Brougham
Trophy for his lifetime contribution to pastoral agriculture in 2019.
His knowledge and abilities have led to an ongoing input into National policies
on sustainable land use of South Island high country, North Island hill country
and intensive dairying. Gavin has also been used frequently to review research
and development programmes for the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (B+LNZ Genetics, Dairy Sheep), the Ministry for Primary Industries
(GHG, Merino NZ), DairyNZ (Dairy Systems) and DeeResearch (Venison Systems).
Gavin’s influence has extended far beyond New Zealand with International consultancies in Japan (Aleph Ltd), Mongolia (Swiss Development Council) and
South America (NZ Ministry of Foreign Affairs & Trade, Uruguay INIA).
When he eventually retired from AgResearch in April 2011 after 40 years of
distinguished service to NZ pasture research, Gavin was given a walking staff
made from Northland lancewood, chosen especially because, like him, it was
“slightly crinkled”. Gavin moved into private consultancy from 2011
1986 ACP (Alex) Chu
Born in Chongqing, China, and raised in Sabah, East Malaysia, Dr Chu speaks

six dialects of Chinese as well as English and also speaks
Malay.
Dr Chu graduated with a BAgSc in 1968, a MAgSc (Firstclass honours) in 1971 and a PhD in Pasture Agronomy
in 1979. He also has a Graduate Diploma in Management
from the University of Western Australia (1995).
He lectured in pasture agronomy from 1973 and was
promoted to associate professor in 1986. He published
around 70 papers and supervised 55 postgraduate and
honours students.
Alex Chu

In 1988 Alex Chu was appointed as an assistant to the
Massey Vice-Chancellor (International Liaison and
Special Projects) and was made responsible for developing relationships
between Massey University and Asia, particularly in China, and more recently
in South America. His work resulted in collaborative agreements with Peking
and Tokyo universities. From 2001 until 2008 he was also the International
Liaison and Special Projects Adviser to the College of Sciences Pro ViceChancellor.
He has held honorary professorships at the Inner Mongolia College of
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry (1985); China's Northeast Normal
University (1987); Gansu Grassland Ecological Research Institute (1987);
Beijing Agriculture University (1993) and Hubei Agricultural College (1998).
He was an honorary adviser to the Department of Agriculture, Guangdong
Province, China, for five years from 1994. He established and funded three
scholarships at Massey: the ACP Chu Trade for Training Scholarship, the John
Hodgson Pastoral Scholarship, and the Professor Ren Jizhou Scholarship.
Alex was a member of the NZ Agronomy Society, the NZ Society of Plant
Physiologists and NZGA for which he served as Treasurer during the 1980s
and was NZGA President in 1986. He is married with two adult sons and is now
retired in Palmerston North. Alex’s services in promoting NZ's interests in
China and other Asian countries were recognised in the New Year's Honours
in 2003, when he was made an Officer of the NZ Order of Merit. He was also
recognised by the Chinese Government with the Dong Huang Award in 1996
for his contribution to agriculture and agricultural education in Gansu province,
and in 2001, he received the State Friendship Award, the highest civil award
given to foreign citizens, for his significant contribution to agricultural
development and education.
Before he retired, Associate Professor Alexander Chu was presented with the
Vice-Chancellor's Award for Outstanding Service in developing international

links for Massey University in October 2009.

1987 JFL (Deric) Charlton*
In 1973 Ray Brougham offered Deric Charlton a position in the Hill Country
Group based at Ballantrae, the research area near Woodville, but he spent
most of his years at DSIR Grasslands working in the Agronomy Group and
latterly as the science communications manager at
AgResearch.
John Frederic Livingstone Charlton, called Deric, was
born just before World War Two at Ryton, a village in
northeast England and brought up a “Geordie” on a farm
there. He attended the local primary school and a
scholarship to Dame Allan’s School for Boys in
Newcastle.

Deric Charlton

Deric then studied agriculture at King’s College in
Newcastle, part of Durham University, from 1957 to
1961. He graduated BScAg (Dunelm) in 1960 and BSc
(Hons Ag Botany) in 1961 and went to lecture at the
West of Scotland Agricultural College in Ayr.

Having had a stutter since he was five, he struggled for the first ten minutes of
his first lecture, but soon gained confidence and mastered his speech. In Ayr,
he also carried out pasture research on using legumes (lotus) in hill pasture
and gained a doctorate from Glasgow University in 1971. In 1964 Deric had
married Patricia, the girl next door, and they became parents of Shona and
Keith.
In 1973 he was offered the research position at DSIR Grasslands in
Palmerston North, and there he worked on establishing and evaluating
legumes in hill country pastures at Ballantrae, but after two years Deric
transferred to John Lancashire’s Agronomy Group, continuing his legume
studies and working with colleagues to select improved forms of Lotus
corniculatus (birdsfoot trefoil) and bred Grasslands Goldie.
Deric joined NZGA on his arrival in 1973 and attended his first Annual
Conference in Te Kuiti that November. Thereafter, he enjoyed the NZGA
annual conferences and developed contacts in the different pastoral sectors.
In 1981 NZGA President John Lancashire asked him to become NZGA
Secretary, and his wife Patricia then became its publications officer.

NZGA flourished with the team effort at Palmerston North and the membership
rose to 1500 in the next three years. Deric was joined by an assistant secretary,
Grasslands colleague Derek Woodfield and with Massey’s Alec Chu as
treasurer, the NZGA funds increased from a low base to a healthy status.
After three years Deric was elected to the NZGA Executive Committee and in
1987 he served as President. He was made an Honorary Life Member in 1994.
He served on the Grassland Memorial Trust from 1986 and later chaired the
Trust for ten years. During that time its name was changed to The NZ
Grassland Trust (NZGT).
Back at DSIR Grasslands Deric was appointed the science communications
manager and he became familiar with all areas of Grasslands research. He
knew the staff well and when the organisation was merged with MAFTech to
become AgResearch, he also covered the other centres and reconnected with
many NZGA members from previous years.
Deric retired in 1999 but continued working from home for several
organisations until 2006. During this period he worked for six years with a
farmer-led group granted MAF SFF funding to promote the use of poplar and
willow trees on farms for extra fodder during drought, and from the findings, he
prepared two books that quickly sold out.
In 2003, Deric Charlton was named the Landcorp Agricultural Communicator
of the Year by the NZ Guild of Agricultural Journalists and Communicators. In
2004 he received an NZGA Special Award for Technology Transfer and in 2005
Deric was given a NZGA Special Award for his legume research.
He has published many science papers in Britain, Europe and latterly in New
Zealand, co-authored a textbook on Temperate Pasture Legumes with two
British friends (the only textbook written by an Englishman, an Irishman and a
Scotsman!); and has published numerous articles and media releases in
farming magazines in New Zealand and Australia. He wrote and prepared
PastureWise, a summary brochure of NZGA Conferences in the early 2000s;
the popular pasture guide - Pasture and Forage Plants for New Zealand
(Grassland Research & Practice Series No 8 now in its fifth edition), and
technical newsletters for two seed companies.
In retirement he and Patricia have enjoyed gardening, walking and similar
activities. Deric also paints landscapes in acrylics and lately, he’s been writing
about NZGA people.

1988 ML (Michael) Smetham
Michael Smetham was a typical Englishman who was born in 1930 and lived

through the Second World War in London with his
family. He opted for an agricultural career, studied at
Wye College (the agricultural department of London
University) in Kent, graduated with a BScAgr and
sailed to New Zealand in 1955.
Michael worked on farms, gaining valuable farming
experience and then joined the Department of
Agriculture in 1957 as a farm advisory officer in Gore.
He had a huge district to cover, from Lake Wakatipu to
Raes Junction.
Michael Smetham

He left Gore in March 1960 to marry Sheila (nicknamed
Buffy), an Invercargill girl, and they sailed back to Britain, staying for two years.
The Smethams then returned to Southland and while Michael was re-employed
in advisory work, based in Alexandra and covering Otago, he also became
fascinated by research, especially with subterranean clover.
He carried out subclover evaluations around Central Otago but was then
offered a position at Lincoln College by Reinhardt Langer, as a pasture science
lecturer and researcher.
At Lincoln Michael obtained a MAgrSc (Cant), expanded his subclover
research, and remained there for the rest of his career as a senior lecturer. His
lectures must have been interesting, as he had a sturdy voice with excellent
pronunciation. His “Bullswool” supplement to his pastures course contained a
vast array of useful data covering all aspects of pasture agronomy.
Michael was listed as an NZGA member in the 1959 Proceedings so he
probably joined soon after arriving in New Zealand. At NZGA conferences he
gave several presentations featuring his subclover findings in dryland, and
often asked questions after other presentations that were very typical of him.
He attended the conferences almost every year, and I became aware of his
presence in the late 1970s, as I learned the names and faces of regular
attenders. He became involved with NZGA administration when he chaired the
LOC for the 1974 Oamaru Conference and was elected to the Executive
Committee in 1983.
Michael went through as President in 1988. Michael was elected to the NZGT
the following year and stayed on the Trust until the mid-2000s. He stood out at
NZGA Annual General Meetings by raising points-of-order in his decidedly
English accent at every opportunity - he was a stickler for correct procedure!
But Michael was always an NZGA enthusiast and arranged to have the
publications on sale at the Lincoln University Library.

Michael’s wife Buffy was kept busy at home, keeping an eye on him, and their
family of three girls. I remember one morning in Palmerston North, collecting
him at his motel before a NZGT meeting. We waited outside in the car while he
settled his account - and to our astonishment we saw him hug a lovely young
blonde girl at the check-out desk. When he emerged we naturally teased him
unmercifully! He told us it was his daughter Melissa who had been performing
with the NZ Ballet - she'd been on stage the evening before not far away, and
had he known, he could have seen her for once!
Michael was once lost at sea for several days when he was sailing alone from
Marlborough to Lyttelton in a newly acquired yacht. During the voyage a storm
arose and the generator - and radio - failed. He was blown many kilometres
offshore and out to sea. His concerned family alerted the Coastguard who
finally found him off Kaikoura - sunbathing!
In later years Michael was a great fan of the slipper-shaped Citroen cars and
owned several, enjoying maintaining them. Another important part of his life
was his involvement in compiling the Lincoln Art Collection. Michael was on the
Art Committee with Dick Lucas and others, and between them they amassed
a important and representative body of NZ Art.
He also spent time after retiring, cataloguing the collection, which is now a
valuable asset to Lincoln University. However, he turned 90 in 2020 and he
has sadly succumbed to old age, and now struggles to remember many of
those times.
1989 PG (Peter) Yeoman
Peter was the MAF chief advisory officer in Blenheim when NZGA held its
conference there in 1982. For the first and only time we
managed to fill the new Wesley Centre in the town with
farmers and pasture people, as the hexagonal building
had been designed as a conference venue during
weekdays and a church at weekends.
Peter led the Local Organising Committee and did such
a good job that he was elected to the Executive
Committee at the Annual General Meeting.
He proved very worthwhile in NZGA and served as
Peter
President in 1989 when the International Grassland
Yeoman
Congees was being organised by Dr Ray Brougham and
his team, to be held in Palmerston North, with satellite meetings in
Christchurch, Hamilton and Queensland.

That same year Peter Yeoman attended the IGC in Nice, southern France and
witnessed the spoken and poster presentations. He returned to New Zealand
highly impressed with the New Zealand and Australian contributions. His
service automatically ended in 1990 after a year as Past President and he
decided against serving in the Grassland Trust.
The Marlborough region was experiencing rapid change in land use by then,
as the expansion of viticulture was changing farming from sheep and cattle to
growing vines. The region has since become world famous for its Sauvignon
Blanc wines. I met him finally in Christchurch Airport in 1998-99 and he told me
that he was having health problems.
1990 RG (Ron) Duffy
Ron was a quiet, warmly-spoken Southerner who attended Kurow District High
School and then Lincoln College where he acquired a DipAgCAC and a Dip
VFM (Valuation and Farm Management) during 1957-61. Ron then started
working as an agent and adviser in the fertiliser industry
in Otago.
The business was dominated by only two companies at
the time, but after farmer action through their union, the
co-operative Ravensdown bought out Kempthorne
Prosser in 1977 and began trading in November 1978.
Ron became an agronomist/farm adviser with
Ravensdown based in Dunedin from June 1987 until
October 1997.
In this role he attended the NZGA conferences and was
elected to the Executive Committee in 1986 at
Alexandra and served as President in 1990 when the
Ron Duffy
Conference was held in Gore. Ron Duffy was an
effective debater and gave sensible opinions while
serving on the NZGA and NZGT.
He was also a member of the NZ Soil Science Society and in leisure time he
enjoyed tramping, photography and musicals. Ron was a regular contributor to
the NZ Journal of Agriculture, the NZ Farmer and supplied relevant articles on
soil fertility and fertiliser matters to local newspapers.
However, he did lack the confidence to control discussion sessions and in 1986
as the field day chairman, he allowed one field day stop at Bendigo Station, to
run far beyond the allotted time. Two speakers, who had already presented
spoken papers on the previous day, were allowed to discuss at length the future

of land-based farming after Lake Dunstan had completed filling - but they never
once mentioned the possibility of growing vineyards!
As a result, local fodder researcher Barrie Wills had only ten minutes to
demonstrate a lifetime’s work on alternative forages and forage shrubs growing
on Bendigo. He was so incensed that he consulted a lawyer about suing NZGA
over this matter, but the controversy faded.
Ron Duffy quietly took a back seat once more after his service on the Grassland
Memorial Trust. He became Sales Manager at Ravensdown in Dunedin. I seem
to recall that he eventually retired to life in Brighton, southwest of Dunedin and
died some years later.

The Nineties
1991 GJ (Gary) Goold
Gary began his career in Whangarei as a district scientist in MAF, focusing
predominantly on pasture agronomy, including studies on tall fescue, which
was then considered a toxic grass by Northland farmers (because of wild
endophyte). He worked with other well-known researchers there, including soil
scientist Mike O’Connor.
Gary then transferred to Ruakura when MAFTech
formed, undertaking research on Grasslands Roa, an
improved tall fescue variety, for Friesian steers on peat
soils near Ruakura. He presented a paper at the 1979
Conference in Rotorua on this research; and also
presented results on trying to manipulate ryegrass and
paspalum in northern North Island.
Around this time he befriended Peter Rattray, as they
shared an interest in owning and racing horses,
another major industry in Waikato. Gary studied
pastures with Koos Baars and others and reported
more results at the 1987 Matamata Conference.

Gary Goold

He found that thoroughbreds such as broodmares, which are almost solely
reliant on pasture as a feed-source, could well benefit from grazing pastures
based on more persistent Italian ryegrass mixed with perennial ryegrass over
winter and spring. However, any benefits from these mixtures in summer and
autumn could well be threatened by ryegrass staggers in pasture-fed horses,
as they are very sensitive to this disorder.
Gary was LOC chairman at the 1987 Conference held at Matamata’s
Racecourse, during which we featured the live television viewing of the
Melbourne Cup at Cambridge stud where the famous Sir Tristram and Zabeel
stood at stud, a very suitable location. Gary was elected to the Executive
Committee and served as President in 1991 at the Whakatane Conference.
However, changes were afoot in the research organisations and the
Government deemed it wise to merge DSIR and the MAF Research Section
into crowned-owned research institutes. DSIR Grasslands and MAFTech
became AgResearch in July 1992.
This restructure resulted in redundancies and sadly Gary became the first
NZGA President to be made redundant while in office. He moved to
Queensland and took a job in the equine industry. However, NZGA lost track

of Gary at that point, though sources tell me he has since died.
1992 MJ (Malcolm) Guy
Malcolm was born in 1937 and was a dairy, beef and deer farmer with three
dairy herds totalling 1100 cows and a bull-beef finishing and venison operation
on 800ha at Koputaroa, in Horowhenua just north of Levin.
The Guy family’s association with the dairy industry began with his grandfather
Joseph Nathan, who created Glaxo at Bunnythorpe
in the Manawatu in 1904. This dried milk business
was to become a foundation stone of one of the
world’s largest and richest pharmaceutical
manufacturers, Glaxo Smith Kline.
But Malcolm was dedicated to the Horowhenua
region and he gave long service there as a local
government Councillor, Chairman a Horizons
Regional councillor and Horowhenua Mayor.
Malcolm was the last Horowhenua County Council
chairman in its 104-year history and was the first
Horowhenua District Council Mayor from November 1989 to October 1995.
Malcolm followed his family’s tradition of service to Horowhenua, as his father
Duncan Guy had served for 35 years. Malcolm’s son Nathan also served on
the
Horowhenua District Council before becoming MP for
Malcolm Guy
Otaki
from November 2005 to 2020 and served as Minister for
Primary Industry in the John Key and Bill English National Governments.
Malcolm developed excellent local contacts and gained in his farming
experience by seeking advice from DSIR Grasslands director Ray Brougham,
through dairy and beef discussion groups led the Horowhenua MAF farm
advisers Tom Sewell and John Heslop, and from the regional Dairy Boards
consulting officer Don Johnston.

In 1977 he hosted a field trip stop during the NZGA Conference held that year
in Palmerston North, presented a paper on his farming philosophy and became
a member.
From then on Malcolm and Betty Guy were regular attendees at the annual
conferences, and at the 1986 Conference in Alexandra, I remember that he
and Betty suffered an accident - their hotel bed broke during the night! He
suffered regular ribbing about that at later meetings…
Malcolm was never hesitant to ask ‘curly’ questions during the sessions. He
was elected to the Executive Committee at the Timaru Conference in 1984 and

served for eleven years, going through as President in 1992. In June 1999 I
attended another field day hosted by Malcolm and son Nathan, which attracted
a good audience.
His local government work occupied much time later in Malcolm’s life and he
served as the district’s Mayor for several years. His efforts gained him a QSM
award. However, he developed health problems and died in late May 2017
aged 80, survived by his wife Betty, sons Christopher and Nathan, and five
grandchildren. The funeral was attended by over 500 people with two former
Prime Ministers and several Cabinet Ministers attending.

1993 RJM (John) Hay
John was born and educated in Christchurch. He excelled at Lincoln College
and joined the DSIR Grasslands Gore regional research team in 1974. His
older brother Mike also joined Grasslands in Palmerston North and created his
own mark on NZGA over the years, contributing some
excellent papers on white clover.
John Hay’s agronomic research on red clover in the
1970s at Gore developed well, leading him to spend a
year at the Welsh Plant Breeding Station in
Aberystwyth during the mid-1970s. On his return John
presented a paper at the 1979 Rotorua Grassland
Conference on conversion of North Sea gas to nitrogen
fertiliser, a political hot potato at the time.
Unfortunately, his director Ray Brougham wasn’t
present for the talk and John was later quoted in the
John Hay
media with his description of scientists being the
contraceptive on the prick of progress! On his return to
Grasslands John duly received a severe reprimand from Ray. Four years later
John Hay gained further renown at the 1983 Gisborne Conference when he
was mugged and had his wallet stolen following a robust discussion on the
1981 Springbok tour of New Zealand to which he had been adamantly
opposed. Thereafter we all gave him MIG after his name - “Mugged in
Gisborne”!
John gained a PhD in plant breeding/physiology, Lincoln College, University of
Canterbury/Welsh Plant Breeding Station and moved to Grasslands
headquarters in 1985 as the Agronomy Group Leader. He became a great
friend and associate of director John Lancashire, and they worked well together
in the User-Pays era. I thoroughly enjoyed working with John in almost every
way, but especially in the promotion of the Grasslands pasture varieties.

In 1987 we travelled with clover breeder Keith Widdup for five weeks through
South-Eastern Australia, giving talks to researchers, advisers, farmers and
seed company people on the Grasslands range of pasture varieties that were
very popular over there. During that period pasture seed exports to Australia
tripled in value.
John served as NZGA President in 1993, at the Masterton Conference when
our famous cricketer Sir Richard Hadlee was guest speaker. John recalled his
youth in Christchurch when he played cricket on the lawn with the Hadlee
brothers. A very young Richard used to try joining in, but they told him to wait
a few years! Little did they realise what Richard Hadlee would achieve for New
Zealand playing cricket in later years.
Earlier that year John and I worked together to design and staff a display for
the NZ Seed Promotion Council to show Britain Farming the New Zealand Way
at a Grassland Exhibition in Stoneleigh near Coventry in Britain. Within 30
minutes of landing in London and collecting a rental car he received a parking
ticket, but the traffic warden let him off.
In the 1990s John continued to develop the pasture research work at
Grasslands and was appointed research manager in 1998 when John
Lancashire retired. However, his effort was increasingly frustrated by
AgResearch senior management, so he accepted the CEO’s position at the
The Institute of Environmental Science and Research (ESR) in Porirua in 2000.
He led ESR for eleven years and more than doubled its revenue before retiring.
Since then has been the temporary Vice Chancellor at Lincoln University for
six months.
John has received significant honours in recent years, including:
1990 Honorary Lecturer in Agricultural and Horticultural Sciences, Massey
University.
2006 NZ Royal Society 2006 Thomson Medal for exceptional and inspirational
leadership in science management.
2013
Fellow of the NZ Institute of Agricultural and Horticultural Science for
sustained high level services to agricultural science
2013 Levy Oration Medal from NZGA for an outstanding contribution to pastoral
science
2017 Companion of NZ Royal Society in recognition of significant promotion
and encouragement of science
He has also built up considerable governance experience:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Chair, MfE funded community project to increase biodiversity on the Kapiti
Coast 2015 – present
Chair, MBIE Science Board, 2012-2018
Chair, Motu Group, 2009-2018 (Public Policy Economic Research Group)
Chair, Grasslanz Technology Ltd. 2011 – present
Director, Lincoln Agritech Ltd. 2015 – present
Chair, BioProtection Centre of Research Excellence, Lincoln University
2012-2019
Deputy Chairman, Health Research Council, 2001-2009
Director, International Accreditation NZ, 2000-2014
Director, Dexcel Ltd, 2002-2006 (merged with Dairy Insight to become
DairyNZ)
Director, Catapult Genetics Ltd, 2006-2008 (sold to Pfizer Inc.)
Director, Science New Zealand, 2000-2011 (Chair 2003)
Trustee, World Wildlife Fund NZ, 2012-2019

Recent consultancies included:
2018/20 Chair, National Science Charter development Group for RSNZ
2015/16 Acting Vice-Chancellor Lincoln University
2013/18 Adviser to RPBC programme to carry out Genomic Selection in Pinus
radiata
2012/19
Adviser to Dunedin Multidisciplinary Health and Development
Research Unit
John and Gay Hay now live in Pukurua Bay, near Wellington and enjoy various
activities together.

1994 KH (Keith) Widdup
Keith was born in Te Kopuru near Dargaville in Northland in March 1952. His
parents were dairy farmers but when he was two they
left farming, as his father had decided to become a
Methodist minister.
His parents kept the farm going with sharemilkers until
his older brother took over. This gave Keith an interest
in agriculture and farming. He attended Cashmere
High School then completed a BSc in Botany at
Canterbury University in 1973.
He began his research career at DSIR Grasslands as
a technical assistant that same year, receiving
valuable training form his group leader Bill Rumball

Keith Widdup

and geneticist Warren Williams. He then worked for Warren Williams and
completed a MSc in plant breeding at Massey University, learning the details
of genetics and plant breeding techniques.
Keith was then transferred to the Gore Regional Station where he gained in
experience and before long found himself officer-in-charge in August 1987
when Alan Harris retired. He learned about the local farming methods and
impacts of the environment on farming, and this was a beneficial influence on
how he approached future breeding projects. Working with soil scientist
Andrew Carran, agronomist John Hay, plant/animal ecologist Alan Harris
collectively ensured he acquired a better understanding of all the different
interacting factors involved in farming. Plant breeding was just one discipline
and was best done in tandem with these disciplines.
In 1987 Keith, John Hay and I travelled through South-Eastern Australia for five
weeks, giving talks to researchers, advisers, farmers and seed company
people on the Grasslands range of pasture varieties that were popular there.
We gained much experience but ended the tour somewhat exhausted.
At the 1992 NZGA Conference held in Gore, Keith’s white clover variety
Grasslands Demand was launched in a special event organised by its
marketer, Cropmark Seeds Ltd. This variety and Grasslands Bounty, his later
release, were better adapted to the cooler winters and intense sheep grazing
practices of southern New Zealand. Keith also bred Grasslands Supreme
hybrid ryegrass, giving excellent feed over winter. That same year Keith was
awarded a Trimble fellowship to visit the USA for six months. He collected white
clover ecotypes throughout the Eastern States and started screening plant
material under cattle grazing in North Carolina.
In 1998, he led forage breeding with Gentos, an Argentinian company, and
INIA in Uruguay. Gentos wanted to develop their own cultivar range and
appreciated the New Zealand breeding process. Over nine years Keith bred
Goliath and Achilles white clovers, Taita tall fescue and had developed
selections of Lotus corniculatus and Prairie grass.
Keith continued cooperative breeding programmes in the USA and in South
Australia until retiring in 2016. He continued breeding in a private capacity, to
complete two South Australian programmes, but also enjoys playing golf, bike
riding and helping the Summit Rd Reserve Society east of Christchurch.
Keith Widdup was elected to the NZGA Executive Committee in 1988 and was
President in 1994 at Hanmer Springs, when the marquee that was the
Conference venue, blew down in a storm. Keith later served on the NZGT. for
more than 20 years. Since retirement he has continued to work as a consultant

for Grasslanz Technology with one of his dormancy
10 lucerne cultivars (Px1) becoming a dominant
variety in Australia due to its outstanding seed
production.
1995 MB (Mike) O’Connor*
To those who knew him Mike was a soft-spoken man
of few words – but those words meant a lot to those
present. He made a considerable contribution to soil
and plant nutrition during his career. He firmly
believed CP McMeekan’s saying,“ science has no
value unless it is applied on the farm.”

Mike O’Connor

Born in Timaru and educated there and in Oamaru, Mike graduated in with a
BAgSc in 1962 and MAgSc (Hons) in 1971 from Lincoln. He joined MAF in
1966 as district scientist in Nelson for three years before settling at Ruakura.
From 1975 onwards Mike was responsible for coordinating fieldwork in MAF’s
North Region, particularly research on nitrogen (N) fertilisers, fertiliser
requirements and milk production responses to supplementation with
magnesium (Mg).

In 1979 he was appointed the group leader of the Soil Fertility and Agronomy
Section at Ruakura, but continued his field research. In the 1990s he undertook
research throughout Waikato and Northland and communicated his findings
and opinions quietly but effectively to farmer groups in these regions.
Mike made outstanding achievements in seeking solutions for farming pasture
nutritional problems, especially:
· Nitrogen responses in pasture yield – his pioneering work has led to the
importance of N pasture nutrition in today’s livestock farming.
· Magnesium (Mg) requirements for dairying – Mike’s surveying of dairy
farms and farmlet research with the late Peter Young resulted in effective
Mg supplementation techniques that greatly reduced the detrimental effects
of hypomagnesaemia.
· Lime on hill country – At the Te Kuiti Research area, he defined the lime
requirements of moist hill country for increasing sheep production.
· Northland – Mike carried out considerable research on nutrient
requirements, soil physical conditions, and irrigation in this challenging
pasture region.
He also ventured into other fields with great success. He started working on
using farm wastes effectively at MAF’s Wairakei research farm, applying

sewage to lucerne pastures that absorbed the nutrients. This led to Taupo
District Council establishing a permanent sewage treatment scheme,
comprising 150ha of ryegrass at Aratiatia to harvest high quality feed
supplements that are sold in the region.
Throughout his career Mike was a keen NZGA and NZIAS supporter. He
served on the NZGA Executive and as President in 1995-96, and we worked
together as NZ Grassland Memorial Trust farm judges in Northland. Along with
chairman Jim Inglis we selected two excellent farms from several we visited
and Mike just managed to fly home afterwards as a storm developed, leaving
Jim and me in the Whangarei hotel with the Labour Party caucus for the night!
Unfortunately, Mike developed appendicitis on arriving home and ended up in
hospital.
On another occasion he was flying to Kaikohe in a small plane with
AgResearch CEO Bill Kain in quite foggy weather. Just as they were
approaching Kaikohe the pilot turned to them and said, "Do you know where
we are?" However, the pilot was joking, as the skies suddenly cleared and the
flight landed safely, much to their relief!
The NZ Grassland Trust recognised Mike’s great contribution by awarding him
the Ray Brougham Trophy in 2004 and electing him a Life Member of the NZGA
At the 2004 NZGA Conference in Ashburton he was also given one of several
Special Award recipients for “Technology Transfer in Grassland Farming”.
Mike was a very effective communicator to farmers and consultants. Over time
he adapted modern learning techniques for farmer and Māori farmer study
groups. Mike had an outstanding career in taking grassland science to the
farming community. He was highly respected by his research peers, the NZ
fertiliser industry and the farming community for his achievements.
Following his retirement in 2005 Mike worked from home for a few years as a
fertiliser consultant to several prominent farming businesses in Waikato and
the Bay of Plenty and he enjoyed spending time with his wife Cathy and their
family. A well-respected soil and plant nutritionist, died peacefully on 12 July
2014 in Waikato Hospital after battling leukaemia for several months. He was
75.
1996 MG (Maurice) Yorke*
Maurice and Meree Yorke live on the shore of an inlet of the Waikawa Harbour,

on the Southland coast east of Invercargill, where Meree’s
great grandfather built a sawmill back in 1857.
Maurice was born Feb 1938 and had his schooling at
Progress Valley 5 kms away.
In 1978 the Progress Valley Discussion Group, who had
been involved with DSIR in Gore (specifically Allan Harris
and Ken Brown) won an award at the Invercargill
Grassland Conference.
This triggered his lifelong involvement in the Association.
Along with their close friends, Malcolm and Betty Guy,
Maurice and Meree have only missed two Annual
Conferences since then!

Maurice Yorke

As a result Maurice became heavily involved in the 1990 Conference in Gore.
He also featured in a local music group that entertained at the barbecue dinner
following a pleasant field trip - Eastern Southland laid on lovely shirtsleeve
weather that year!
It’s uncertain whether the music played a part or not, but Maurice was elected
to the Executive Committee at the Gore AGM and he felt that representing the
farming sector as NZGA President in Oamaru in 1996 was a highlight and an
honour.
Since then the Yorkes have been consistent attenders, not letting the
researchers get away with anything slack during their papers.
His contribution to NZGA on behalf of the farming sector has also earned
Maurice a Life Membership.
1997 MJ (Mike) Manning

Mike Manning graduated with a BAgSc from Massey University in 1981. He
first became involved in NZGA as a member of the LOC for the 1983 Annual
Conference in Gisborne. He was elected to the Executive Committee in 1994
and served as President in 1997. Over that time, Mike also presented papers
at several NZGA conferences.
Mike has extensive experience in the fertiliser industry following 39 years of
involvement. He started as an adviser with the East Coast Fertiliser Company,
based in Gisborne in 1981 and covering the Northern Hawke’s Bay to East

Cape region and then in Feilding, working directly with
farmers.
Since 1988 he has undertaken several senior
management positions within Ravensdown Fertiliser Ltd.
Mike is currently responsible for Innovation Investments
by Ravensdown; ARL, the company-owned soil and plant
diagnostic laboratory; the Ravensdown Environmental
Consulting team; and the Regional Council policy team.
Mike has successfully emphasised two key aspects in his
position as GM Innovation and Strategy. Firstly, he has
ensured that Ravensdown continues to lead with the
provision of robust science that translates into real value
when implemented by farmers.

Mike Manning

Secondly, he has several agricultural innovations currently under development
which, once coupled with appropriate investment and commercial acumen, will
lead to further significant technological advances for Ravensdown
shareholders.

1998 AJ (Alan) Stewart
Alan Stewart was born in Reefton in May 1955. He grew up on the family farm
at Barrytown on the West Coast, his family first coming to the goldrush in the
1860s but finding more money in brewing and a hotel before setting up the
farm. He graduated B.Ag.Sc at Lincoln University in 1977 and two years later
obtained an M.Ag.Sc (1st Class Honours) in Plant Science, also at Lincoln
University. His PhD was on ryegrass endophytes and his
ongoing research and breeding incorporating endophytes
has resulted in him being an internationally renowned
expert in grass breeding and novel endophytes.

He was employed by Pyne Gould Guinness Ltd from 1979
until its merger with Agricom and Wrightson Seeds to form
PGG Wrightson Ltd. He has been a plant breeder and
Chief Scientist throughout. At the Ceres Research Farm
near Lincoln, Alan bred many novel pasture and forage
varieties that became familiar successes on farms, here
and overseas, including: 13 different pasture species, five
Alan Stewart
forage brassica species, the same number of turf grasses
and two very successful grazing herbs - chicory and plantain. This included the
development of the winter-active germplasm that became Tonic plantain and
resulted in this species becoming a consistent part of New Zealand Agriculture.

Alan gained a diploma at the NZ Turf Culture Institute in 1983 and put his
education into practical results for seed growers, livestock farmers and the
groundsmen and sports fans keen on amenity turf use.
To this end he arranged international and local trials of his selections in suitable
temperate countries; he worked with marketing people in local and international
companies to ensure he had the right research priorities.
Alan also ensured that pure seed of his cultivars were maintained to provide
breeders seed for seed certification; and he ensured all his cultivars were bred
with realistic commercial seed yield potential.
Finally he developed suitable instructions for managing his material and made
sure that the seed growers and company agents knew these
“recommendations on the seed packets.” Having bred over 75 cultivars over
his early years with PGG he transitioned to managing a team of breeders with
PGG Wrightson Seeds after 2007 who are responsible for a further 100
cultivars internationally. His international experience is really extensive with
numerous trips in Australia, South America, China, Europe, North America,
India and South Africa.
In 2003 we worked together for NZGA to produce a practical guidebook for the
farmers on using all the NZ pasture plant varieties in their enterprises, based
on a paper I presented in 1991 at the Gore Conference in 1992 (Volume 54:
pp 99-104). This book (Pasture and Forage Plants for New Zealand, Grassland
Research & Practice Series No 8, Fifth Edition 2022) is now in its fifth edition,
continued and further developed by other NZGA enthusiasts.
Alan was elected to the NZGA Executive in 1993 and was President in 1997.
He has served on the NZ Grassland Trust for the past 25 years (1997-2022).
One of Alan’s many strengths has been his ability to collaborate with
researchers around the world. His extensive knowledge of germplasm and
genetics was built up by having travelled the globe throughout his career and
has resulted in him publishing more than 100 refereed papers and book
chapters.
1999 B (Bryan) Guy
Bryan grew up in a family of six children, living on a small dairy farm in Feilding
where his parents milked 30 cows. When in his teens this farm was sold and
his parents purchased 55ha over the Oroua River from Feilding.
Bryan left school at 16, declined the chance of a university education and

worked on dairy farms in Waikato and Manawatu for two
years. When he was 19 he purchased an adjoining 70ha,
and extended the farm over the next 25 years, purchasing
more land as it became available.
Bryan married Joanne in 1976 and they raised four children
on the farm. By 2000 they had purchased his parents’
interest, enabling them to retire. Bryan and Jo formed a
company which by then owned 250 ha and milked up to 700
cows.

Bryan Guy

Further land was leased to rear young stock and grow crops
for the milking herd.
Milking continued year-round to supply milk for the local market. Their faming
became very intensive, with extra feed brought in as silage or concentrate. Cow
numbers peaked at over 700, but controlling costs of production and improving
profitability was a continual focus.
In the 1980s Bryan and Joanne began attending the conferences run by
NZGA, Massey University and the Large Herds organisation. He inevitably
became involved in organising committees of some of these conferences, and
was elected to the NZGA Executive in 1994, serving until 2000 He was NZGA
President 1998/99. He then spent 21 years on the NZ Grassland Trust, with 11
of those years as chairman.
Bryan presented papers at several Massey Dairy Farmers, Large Herds and
NZGA Conferences, as well as the British Cattle Breeders Club in Cambridge,
Britain, and the XVII International Grassland Congress in New Zealand during
1993. He also attended the XX International Grassland Congress in Dublin, the
XIV International Silage Conference in Belfast, the International Committee for
Animal Recording (ICAR) in Switzerland and New Zealand, and Co-operative
Association and Dairy Conferences in Australia.
Bryan then became involved in dairy industry politics in the late 1980s. Over
the years he served on the boards of LIC (the Livestock Improvement
Corporation), Tui Milk Products, Kiwi Dairy Co-operative, AgResearch and the
Dairying Research Corporation. He has also been associated with various
dairy industry committees and the judging of several sharemilker and dairy
farm manager competitions.
Over the years Bryan was also involved in his Feilding community through
many activities, including school committees and Boards of Trustees,
supporting his local Anglican parish, and assisting the Manawatu-Rangitikei
Rural Family Support Trust. He was a Trustee of the philanthropic Eastern and
Central Community Trust, and is currently chairman of the Trust that manages

the Coach House Museum in Feilding.
By 2008 Bryan and Joanne had moved off the farm and their son Scott and
daughter Anna and their spouses were, at that stage, partners in the farming
business. Unfortunately, everything changed when in 2010 Scott was
murdered early in the morning as he left home to start milking. Nine months
later Anna’s husband was arrested and tried for the murder, but found not
guilty. He did, however, serve a prison sentence for the conviction of several
other offences.
These events became very public, and were a defining moment that led them
to re-examine their lives, values and priorities. What was once important to
them was now not necessarily so, and after much deliberation Bryan and
Joanne retired from dairying and sold the farm in 2016.
The Guys now live on a small rural property near Feilding and enjoy spending
time with their family, which now includes 14 grandchildren. They enjoy the
therapy and solitude of a large garden and involvement with their community,
which has been so supportive over the years.

2000 TJ (Tom) Fraser*
Tom was born in a farming family in Southland and grew up on the land, so
understood the farming basics well. Tom always
worked from the Lincoln Research Station that was
DSIR and is now AgResearch.
Tom worked on pasture types grazed by livestock and
led discussions on farms all over New Zealand and
several other countries. He talked easily with farmers
and a wealth of practical information on pasture
managements matters and was easily understood by
those listening to him.
Tom took a Diploma in Agriculture at Lincoln and then
managed Lands & Survey Department Southland
Tom
sheep and beef farms. He joined DSIR Grasslands in
Fraser
1969, based at the Lincoln regional centre and ran
pasture evaluation trials in drylands areas around Canterbury. He always
related pasture management measurement through livestock as the main “tool”
so that farmers could follow the relative value of newly introduced pasture types
and varieties.
I travelled with Tom and two Canterbury-based seed company marketing
managers, throughout southeast Australia in February 1988, visiting research
areas and productive farms to give technical sessions on the New Zealand

range of pasture plants and varieties. We started in Victoria and over four
weeks worked on weekdays and relaxed at weekends. At these events Tom
was always convincing for the audiences and we created considerable interest
as we travelled, ending rather exhausted in Gympie, Queensland.
He was especially impressed with a woman farmer’s promotion of chicory for
pastures. Gina Black was known locally around Colac as the “Chicory Lady”
and it was known as Gina’s Weed! In Gippsland we walked around a dairy farm
owned by Peter Notman, who had learned to farm ‘the New Zealand way’ and
as we walked we became covered in flies - and he had none! When we
returned to the farmhouse we asked him why they avoided him and he replied,
“Have you guys never heard of fly repellent?” Every time he went out onto his
farm he put on a hat, suncream and fly repellent.
Needless to say, the NZGA Conferences and especially the field tours were
ideal for Tom’s expertise and I remember many sessions out on farms where
he gave valuable lessons to those present.
When AgResearch formed Tom was promoted to scientist in the Farm Systems
Group. He worked on applied research in just about every New Zealand region,
combining his practical know-how and supporting it by the science he
experienced, generating high levels of respect among the agricultural fraternity.
The last time we met was in Feilding where Tom was promoting a software
programme that selects, by elimination, the species for seeds mixtures to suit
different farming situations. Since then he was awarded the Ray Brougham
Trophy for his pasture technology transfer, and a Life Membership of NZGA.

Into a New Century
2001/ 2002 DR (Derek) Woodfield*
Derek was the son of a Methodist Minister and spent
his youth at Leeston, near Lake Ellesmere and in
Christchurch. After attending Auckland Grammar
School he went to Lincoln, gaining a BAgrSc (1st
class Hons) and was appointed to the Plant Breeding
Group at DSIR Grasslands in 1982 to focus on
legumes, especially white clover.

Derek Woodfield

Derek immediately became an NZGA enthusiast and
helped me as Secretary, so the Executive
Committee appointed him as Assistant Secretary in
1983. We worked really well together and he took
over as Secretary in 1984. I was keen to institute a
three-year term in the role, as regular renewal of
such positions encouraged innovation in NZGA’s

direction.
He served his term and then went to the do his Ph.D at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison in 1992 in Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics working on
alfalfa, following an almost traditional route started by Lionel Corkill in the
1950s, Mike Dunbier and Warren Williams in the 1970s. By then Derek had
met and married Jennie Bacon and they had two children when they returned
to Palmerston North.
Derek worked for DSIR and AgResearch for 33 years building an international
reputation for clover breeding and genetics with two patents and more than 20
varieties released in New Zealand, Australia, USA, South America and Europe.
Highlights have included the release of Grasslands Kopu II, Tribute and Nomad
in New Zealand and Durana in USA. Receiving the NIAB Cup for the best new
variety (Crusader white clover) of any crop released in the UK in 2006
highlighted the international impact of his teams work. He has worked closely
with different industry sectors including leading the NZ Dairy Industry feed
portfolio from 2003-2008, and the Pasture 21 feed programme from 20072011. He was also programme manager for the PGW Seeds-Grasslanz
Technology Primary Growth Partnership (PGP) programme from 2013-2019.
Derek is a past-President and an honorary life member of the NZ Grassland
Association. He has worked closely with different industry sectors including
leading the NZ Dairy Industries feed platform from 2002-2008, and the Pasture

21 feed programme from 2007-2011 which was jointly funded by FRST and the
Pastoral industries.
Derek continued in the NZGA and served as President in 2001 and 2002 when
the Conference revisited Greymouth. He was elected a Life Member in
Palmerston North the following year, when he chaired the Palmerston North
LOC.
Since 2006 he has been General Manager of Grasslands Innovation, a joint
venture company between PGG Wrightson Seeds and AgResearch, and since
2009 has also been General Manager-Research and Development for PGG
Wrightson Seeds.
Derek also leads a joint venture with INIA (Uruguay) and the ALBA (Annual
legume breeding) joint venture with the University of Western Australia. He has
published more than 150 refereed journal and conference papers plus several
book chapters
2003 RGM (Russell) Hurst
North Otago farmer Russell Hurst was born in March 1961 in Oamaru to Sid
and Hazel Hurst, the fourth of five offspring. He
attended school at Enfield and finished at Awamoko
after his parents moved to what’s now his present
farm.
Russell spent four years at Waitaki Boy’s High School
and then worked for 18 months in the McKenzie Basin
on a large sheep, beef and deer station, followed by
six months on a British cropping and sheep farm. He
returned to study at Lincoln, during the late 1970s,
completing diplomas in agriculture and farm
management. Following Lincoln, Russell worked on a
mid-Canterbury mixed cropping and sheep farm
during the holidays.

Russell Hurst

He returned home in 1982 and carried out a dairy conversion on part of the
farm, milking 300 cows from that August onwards. He now has four dairy farms
and milks 2400 cows, with 500 nurse cows that rear three calves each. The
Hurst operation also includes irrigation races where he runs 4,000 super -fine
merino wethers.
He tried deer farming in 1983 and built up to 250 hinds and a similar herd of
stags. However, he gave up the deer farming in the mid-1990s. Russell and
Cathy Hurst married in 1989 and now have three sons.

His association with NZGA started when he was asked to chair the LOC for the
Oamaru Conference in 1996. He continued on the Executive Committee after
the Oamaru conference and served as President in 2003. Russell continued in
the NZGT for several years before returning to focus on his regional
commitments.
One aspect that Russell became interested in after his NZGA executive service
was the potential of Caucasian clover after hearing about it in papers given at
conferences. In collaboration with Lincoln contacts Alistair Black, Dick Lucas
and Derrick Moot, he carried out an on-farm trial on different establishment
methods and they presented the results at the 2000 Invercargill NZGA
Conference.
These days Russell is kept busy with his farming and he is also a director on
two local irrigation companies.

2004 CDA (Colin) Brown
Colin was born in the early 1950s in Central Otago and grew up on a sheep
and beef farm in the Manuherikia Valley.
He was a Secondary school boarder at John
McGlashan College in Dunedin, had a year working
on the family farm, then went to Lincoln College for
three years, where he completed a BAgCom degree.

Colin Brown

Colin’s working career began at the Rural Bank in
Blenheim, where he provided discounted loans to
farmers for farm purchase and development. He then
spent a decade farming a 5000SU sheep and beef hill
country property in South Otago. While there he won
the 1982 Skellerup Young Farmer of the Year
Competition. He then spent 18 years as an
agricultural consultant, with MAF and then Agriculture
New Zealand.

Colin became an NZGA member in 1989 when the conference was held in
Balclutha, as he was serving on the Local Organising Committee. He attended
every annual conference for the next 20 years.
Colin was elected onto the Grasslands Executive Committee in 1996 (at
Oamaru) and served eight years, during which he was President during 200304.
During his time on the Executive, he worked with Richard Green and Derek
Woodfield to significantly alter the way that NZGA operated. In particular, they

changed it from being an organisation relying on mostly volunteer input to
having a paid secretariat managing the day-to-day business. This enabled the
Executive Committee to primarily focus on governance rather than
management. Without that successful transition, it is unlikely that NZGA would
still be the effective technology transfer organisation it still is today.
In 2005 Colin started TracMap, which today is the largest Agricultural GPS
business in New Zealand, as well as enjoying international sales into Australia,
North America, and South Africa. He developed his TracMap business by
travelling overseas, with multiple trips to the USA that culminated in three years
of living in California.
Colin installed the first 50 units in fertiliser trucks in October 2007. After only
two years over half the fertiliser spreading trucks in the country were running
under TracMap GPS guidance. By 2015, approximately 85% of all the fertiliser
spread on NZ farms, by trucks, tractor, helicopters, or aeroplane, was applied
using TracMap systems. In addition, a significant part of the agricultural
aviation fleet in Australia, North America, and South Africa now also use
TracMap GPS systems in their aircraft.
Today, TracMap is allowing the New Zealand pastoral farming industry to be
more competitive in world markets, through achieving reduced cost and
improved effectiveness of fertiliser and spray application to pasture, and the
“proof of placement” compliance that comes bundled as part of TracMap.
At the end of 2019, Colin returned to New Zealand and is now enjoying a
retirement in Mosgiel, where he actively involved in Rotary and other local
community organisations.
2005 RB (Richard) Green
Richard is a ‘Canterbury product’ in most respects. He was born near
Ashburton and raised in an agricultural environment. After his school years he
spent eight years as an agricultural consultant, working predominately across
Otago.
Richard then worked in the herbage seeds industry and I knew him during the
time he worked with well-known seedsman and farmer, John McKenzie to
develop a very successful Agricom Ltd based in Ashburton.

For several years I enjoyed working under contract with
Richard to produce their regular farming newsletter AgriComments, highlighting livestock farmers who were using
their pasture varieties successfully, and how they were using
them.

Richard
Green

When PGG Wrightson was formed in a merger, Richard
joined John McKenzie to be General Manager International,
and Sales and Marketing Director of Agricom.

For several years Richard also served on the NZGA Executive Committee and
in 2005 he was a most capable President.
Since then, Richard’s has enjoyed his passion for investing in and building
wealth-creating businesses and helping leaders to grow and develop through
all aspects of this country’s business.
He is a shareholder and executive chairman across several main businesses
he owns with his wife Vicki and other shareholders, including a retirement
village, a honey production and sales business, and a farming business.
He also sits on a number of other boards, including several farming boards,
and also is currently (2021) chairman of AGMARDT, AbacusBio and
Headwaters NZ. He has also been on the board of both FAR (the Foundation
for Arable Research) and Rural Leaders. In 2016 Richard was invited to give
the Levy Oration by NZGA.
2006 W (Warwick) Catto
Warwick Catto is the Science Strategy Manager at Ballance Agri Nutrients,
working in nutrient management, particularly on
environmental management and productivity in farm
systems.
He grew up on a Central Southland sheep farm near
Heddon Bush, took an agricultural degree at Lincoln and
won the Young Farmer of the Year contest in 1995, as his
twin brother had in 1992.
He joined the Southland Co-operative Phosphate Co in
1989, which merged with BOP fertiliser and eventually
rebranded as Ballance Agri-Nutrients. Warwick was a
Commonwealth Scholar in 1998 and moved north to BOP
Fertilisers head office at Tauranga in 2001, and he will
have been with Ballance for 32 years in September 2021.

Warwick Catto

Warwick joined NZGA in 1989 when the conference was in Whanganui and
became an enthusiast. He first joined a LOC for the Gore conference back in
1992.
After that event he developed strong associations with Gore’s MAF Regional
Adviser Peter Hook, scientists at DSIR Grasslands in Gore, and seed company
technical managers Richard Green and Graham Kerr. Warwick was chairman
of the LOC in Invercargill during 2000 and was elected to the Executive
Committee then. He served as President in 2005-06. He chaired an LOC again
for the Tauranga conference in 2013.
At Ballance he was also programme manager for Ballance’s recently
completed $19.5 million Clearview Innovations Primary Growth Partnership
(PGP) programme.
This programme aimed to produce products and services that would increase
nutrient efficiency and reduce the environmental footprint of pastoral farming
creating Surephos product, Spreadsmart service, MitAgator and My Pasture
Planner tools.
He has also been pivotal in the establishment of the national Ballance Farm
Environment Award (BFEA) and has ensured their continued success for over
15 years.
He is one of two on-farm judges for the National Supreme Award. The Ballance
Farm Environment Awards is the only awards programme in the industry that
covers all sectors with a holistic outlook. The Ballance Farm Environment
Awards have become nationally recognised and respected and they are highly
regarded by the best NZ farmers.
His passion for the primary sector and its future is immeasurable. He has seen
huge changes in the industry over the years. As the fertiliser industry has
migrated towards nutrient management, science and technology are now
playing an integral part in farming, Warwick is always thinking about the future
of nutrient management - and asking himself “What questions will I be asked
in five or ten year’s time?”

Warwick is also on the Fertiliser Association of NZ (FANZ) Board, which
promotes and encourages responsible, scientifically-based nutrient
management - and he co-chairs its technical committee. He served on the
Precision Agriculture NZ Board (which recently merged with Agritech NZ) .
They aim to increase awareness and use of precision agriculture technologies
in primary production systems. They access R&D funding for precision
agriculture; build capability within the sector and promote adoption of precision
agriculture through industry events, symposia and field days.
In addition, Warwick is a member of many industry and regulatory advisory
panels, helping to shape central and regional policy. He is a regular speaker at
rural media events and field days and has co-authored scientific papers on

fertiliser-related topics. He’s the Ballance spokesperson for sustainable
farming practices, and for over a decade has had a weekly slot on the Jamie
McKay Farming Show on radio.
Warwick has been instrumental in developing fertiliser industry policy over the
past 30 years, including contributing to establishing Fertmark, Spreadmark and
the Fertiliser Code of Practice and the development of Overseer. He’s a busy
man but he and his wife have a family of five. He would love to have time to
play more golf and to go tramping more, but he dreams about them, rather than
doing them.

2007/2008 JR (John) Caradus*
John Caradus

John Caradus has spent his whole career focused

on improving the value of grasslands for New
Zealand farmers. This started with him
successfully applying for a forage plant breeding
position at DSIR Grasslands. John arrived in the

late 1970s from Auckland, a pleasant person who was
keen to breed white clover. He was then a long-haired
Kiwi with impressive thoughts and work ethics. John
then went to Britain for three years, where he
undertook a doctorate supervised by Professor Roy
Snaydon at Reading University, near London. His PhD
thesis was a weighty tome of 747 pages, a clear indicator
John Caradus
of the prolific publication record to come. John continued
white clover breeding on his return. He later moved into science management
and took over as Science General Manager at AgResearch Grasslands when
John Hay became CEO at the Institute of Environmental Science and
Research (ESR) in Porirua. John then became the third John as Grasslands
Science General Manager, only to be disestablished by AgResearch a few
years later during yet another restructure.
He moved north and worked in Hamilton for a few years as CEO of Dexcel
(now DairyNZ) before returning to head Grasslanz Technology Ltd, a fully
owned subsidiary of AgResearch Ltd, based in New Zealand. Grasslanz
Technology manages royalties from forage plant varieties and grass
endophytes. He travels widely in this role and is also the current chairman of
the NZGT.
John was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of New Zealand (RSNZ) in
2006 and is an Honorary Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of Agricultural
Science, and Fellow of the Agronomy Society New Zealand.
John was NZGA President in 2007 and also in 2008 and was elected a Life
Member of NZGA in 2018. He is a Past President of the NZ Institute of

Agricultural Science and the NZ Plant Breeding and Research Association. He
has served on the RSNZ Council and RSNZ Academy of Fellows.
He has been awarded the Pickering Medal and Thomson Medal by RSNZ. He
has several directorships, including being independent director for FAR. John
has published more than 260 science journal, conference and book chapters.
2009 JP (Pat) Garden*
Pat Garden is a farmer and agribusiness leader from Central Otago who was
elected to the NZGA Executive Committee in 2004 and served as President
five years later.
He was born in 1944, attended Waitaki Boys High
School in Oamaru and started farming in 1961. However
Pat’s father took a different approach to his learning how
to farm. When Pat returned to the 200ha family farm in
Moa Flat, full of ideas and enthusiasm, his father said,
“Ok, Pat, you’re in charge – Iwill tell you whether I think
your decisions will work or not, but you’ll have the final
decision.” Pat found that his youthful exuberance, his
father’s knowledge and long experience, created a
marvellous working relationship that he still treasures.
Pat feels that the value of transferring responsibility in a
Pat Garden
way that allows youth its head but acknowledges
experience, is quite a challenge for the pastoral industry, especially as the age
of farmers gradually increases.
Any thoughts of him going on to Lincoln or Massey were forgotten as the
excitement of responsibility gripped Pat. However, results from the research
stations were permeating the grassland industry by then, and helping to shape
its growing success and importance. He was soon able to put them into practice
on the farm.
So most of his working life has been spent farming Avenel, a 2200ha high
country property up on the Lammerlaw Range above Millers Flat. The farm has
four well developed income streams – prime lambs, beef finishing, timber from
300ha of forestry, and carbon through the forest portfolio.
All along Pat has been a great believer in the information farmers can acquire
through learning from each other; and when expertise is included in the mix,
then so much the better. Several discussion groups operated in his valley,
including a Farm Forestry group, a Conservation group, a Share Investment
group and the Millers Flat Farm Discussion group. He learned from them all,
but 25 years of the Millers Flat Farm Discussion Group was the biggest
influence in terms of innovation, benchmarking and maintaining enthusiasm.

In January 1977 Pat met a young Swiss girl at the World Conference of Past
Young Farmer/4H Exchange Winners held in Christchurch. After a lightning
courtship he proposed by phone and married Marcelle in Switzerland in August
that year and they settled back on Avenel and later they had a son (Nick) and
daughter Jo, who married a Swiss engineer and lives there!
Marcelle later joined a group of valley wives who started a share club during
the investment boom, and everything they touched turned to gold. So their
husbands decided to start a men’s version, expecting to show them how to
really make money. Then about a year later the women suddenly decided to
sell up and they enjoyed a group trip to Australia – with their gains and their
husbands. Three weeks later the share market crashed and the men’s club
was left holding expensive but worthless paper!
Recently, Pat and Marcelle decided to hand the management of Avenel over
to son Nick, allowing them to move down into the Teviot Valley. So Pat’s current
farming role is as a mentor and adviser on strategy.
In addition to farming, there have been several external roles, within the local
community and at a national level, including:
• Chair of High Country Section of Federated Farmers 1990-1993.
• Director of FORST (the Government funding body) during 1993-1999.
• Chair of Technology New Zealand 1998–2006.
• Chair of MAF’s Sustainable Farming Fund 2003-2006.
• Chair of Advisory Panels for several organisations between 2004 – 2010,
including the Tertiary Education Commission Advisory Panel; the
AgResearch Sustainable Agriculture Advisory Panel, and the Enterprise
Scholarship Panel.
Pat was elected an NZGA Life Member at the Timaru AGM in 2016. He had
served as NZGA President at Waitangi in 2009 and he was the Chair of Colin
Brown’s TracMap NZ from 2007 until 2017. At the 2006 NZGA Conference
Dinner in Dunedin, he gave the best Address to the Haggis by Robert Burns
that I’ve heard in New Zealand (except for my wife, a direct Burns descendent!).
He also gave the Inaugural Levy Oration at the 2012 NZGA Conference in
Gore.
Pat chaired the Otago Conservation Board from 2014 to 2019 and is currently
serving as a trustee of the Roxburgh Medical Services Trust and the NZ
Grassland Trust. Pat Garden was made a Member of NZ Order of Merit at the
2006 Queen’s Birthday Honours for services to science and farming - not a bad
achievement list for a self-taught high country farmer!

A New Decade
2010/2011 AN (Anders) Crofoot
Anders Crofoot was well qualified as a New Zealand farmer before he left the
USA, with a degree in computer science and psychology from Dartmouth in
Hanover, New Hampshire!
After graduating Anders started working as a computer
consultant, setting up small business systems and
specialising in databases, computer-aided design and GIS
(geographic information systems). He then became a
quantitative analyst for a financial services company - so he
was obviously well qualified to count sheep and beef cattle!

Anders Crofoot

Anders, his wife Emily and their two young children
emigrated here in 1998 and bought Castlepoint Station on
the Wairarapa Coast.

The station is a 3,000ha sheep-and-beef property on summer-dry hill country
which supports 25,000 stock units. The Crofoots chose well to become
involved with the well-known Wairarapa agricultural consultants Baker &
Associates. Anders also worked with NZGA past President and Ray Brougham
Trophy winner Tom Fraser on Tom's Pasture Plan project, which entailed
taking fortnightly pasture cage cuts for four years; and AgResearch
Grasslands' senior scientist Dr Greg Lambert, who is also a Ray Brougham
Trophy winner.
Greg’s "Wise Use of N” national project looked at using fertiliser N strategically
applied to boost animal production. At Castlepoint Station the trial also looked
closely at nitrate leaching through the soil. This was the first time that this
information had been collected on the East Coast summer-dry hills. It involved
mini-lysimeters being installed to collect leachate, which is then analysed.
Anders went to his first NZGA conference at Napier in 1999 and has been a
regular attendee ever since. He is keen to encourage information transfer
between the scientist and the farmers - in both directions. He also wanted to
encourage funding into the research areas that have been neglected in recent
years. He feels that farmers can learn much more about how to grow pastures
and convert them more effectively into dollars via livestock.
Anders served on the Federated Farmers National Board from 2011-2017,
chaired the OSPRI Stakeholders Council from 2012-2017 and has chaired the

Fertiliser Quality Council since 2014Anders has been a NZGT Trustee since
2010.

2012/2013 JS (Jacqueline) Rowarth
Jacqueline Rowarth is a recognised academic, a science advocate and
communicator, and is widely known as an agri-environmental analyst and
commentator. She was the first woman NZGA President to be elected for 2012
and 2013 and is also a Past President of the NZ Institute
of Agricultural and Horticultural Science.

Jacqueline was born in the United Kingdom (UK) and
arrived here in January 1976. With one year of farm work
in the UK (on an organic farm in Shropshire) she decided
she needed some New Zealand experience and worked
on a sheep and beef station in Awakino. The contrast was
considerable.
She graduated with an Agricultural Science degree with
first class honours in Environmental Agriculture, and then
a PhD in Soil Science (Nutrient Cycling) from Massey
University. For this she received the New Zealand Soil
Science Maurice Fieldes Award.

Jacqueline Rowarth
Jacqueline Rowarth

Jacqueline was appointed to the seed science group at DSIR Grasslands in
1988 and after 6 months in Palmerston North, moved to the Lincoln regional
station. There she worked on seed production issues with nitrogen, and with
the grazing herbs chicory and plantain, enabling them to become widely use in
pasture seeds mixtures on livestock farms.
In 1994 she was appointed as an academic at Lincoln University, in the Plant
Science Department, and from 2000 to 2004, Jacqueline was at Unitec Institute
of Technology in Auckland as Dean of the Postgraduate Division and Director
of Research, becoming Vice President, Research and Development, at the
beginning of 2005.
She then moved to Australia, and from 2005 to early 2007 she was Director of
the Office for Environmental Programmes at The University of Melbourne.
However, in 2007 she returned to Massey University, where she held the
Foundation Chair of Pastoral Agriculture and was Director of Massey
Agriculture.
In 2012 Professor Rowarth was appointed as the inaugural Professor of
Agribusiness at the University of Waikato, and from 2016-2018 she was the
first Chief Scientist of the Environmental Protection Authority.

Since 2018 she has been elected as a farmer member of the Board of Directors
of DairyNZ and of Ravensdown – she is a shareholder and director of farming
operations in the Waikato. She is also an Adjunct Professor, Lincoln University
– where she started as a lecturer.
In her time she has received numerous awards, including: Zonta Award for
Excellence, 1994, New Zealand Science and Technology Medal 1997,
Companion of the Royal Society of New Zealand, recognising 'Pre-eminence
in the promotion of science and technology' 2001, Fellow of the New Zealand
Institute of Agricultural Science 2003, Companion of the New Zealand Order
of Merit for services to agricultural science in the 2008 Queen's Birthday
Honours, Inaugural Federated Farmers Personality of the Year, 2009,
Landcorp Communicator of the Year Award 2010.
These days you will see her on CountryTV, hear her on The Country radio
programme aired on several stations including NewsTalk ZB, and read her on
the NZ Herald website, on Stuff and in Rural News.
Jacqueline is a NZ Grassland Trust Trustee.
2014/2015 W (Warwick) Lissaman
Warwick is from one of Marlborough’s early farming families; the fourth
generation of his family to farm in the Awatere Valley. The family farm he owns
has just ticked over 100 years ownership in the family.
After completing a Bachelor of Agriculture and a
Bachelor of Commerce with a post graduate diploma in
Rural Valuation at Lincoln University, Warwick followed
his grandfather and his father onto the family property.
After an active role within NZ Young Farmers, Warwick
has gone on to take positions of responsibility within the
rural sector.

Warwick
Lissaman

Warwick chaired the LOC for the 2008 NZGA
Conference held in Blenheim, and served eight years
on the NZGA executive committee, including two years
as Vice President and two years as President.

He has served terms with NZ Meat & Wool and NZ Beef & Lamb Marlborough
Monitor Farm executive committees.
He has also been an elected Trustee on the Awatere Community Trust; and is
currently Chairman of the Chilean Needle Grass Action Group and a member
of the NZ Beef & Lamb Pastures for Profit, Marlborough group. Warwick’s
efforts to help secure funding for dryland pastoral research and a direct
involvement in a dryland legumes technology transfer research project led to

his appointment in 2011 to the MRC (Marlborough Research Centre) Board.
Amongst his priorities is the wish to see the pastoral sector make greater use
of the research capacity of the Research Centre. He believes that science and
research is the key to unlocking future opportunities and that it is in the mutual
interest of each of the productive sectors of Marlborough to work closely
together to fulfil the potential of the district.
He has chaired SFF Earthquake Recovery Biosecurity Project 2017-2020
and sits on the MPI Top of South Drought Committee, the MPI Chilean Needle
Grass National Coordination Group and the MRC Board.
2016/2017 DR (David) Stevens
David grew up on a 16ha sheep farm just north of
Dunedin. An aspiration to go full-time farming saw him
spend a year after high school working on two farms, one
near Outram, on the Otago plateau, and the other at
Teviot, south of Roxburgh.
He enrolled at Lincoln College, graduating with BAgrSc
(Honours) in 1983 and also completed his Masters in
Applied Science.
Summer student jobs at DSIR Grasslands, and then with
DSIR’s Crop Research Division at Lincoln, developed a
passion for research and discovery. This coincided with
David Stevens
Rogernomics, the free economy and the removal of
Government support for young farmers to enter farming. He also met his
partner in life, Marie Casey, so the desire to go farming was diverted into
grassland research and David was employed at DSIR Gore 1984.
David spent 10 years at Gore developing a knowledge of agronomy and animal
performance from pasture. During this time he was also closely involved with
the development and delivery of science and technology to the Monitor Farm
programme, implemented by the Meat Research Development Corporation, an
arm of what is now Beef + Lamb NZ. This provided a practical grounding in the
types of information farmers needed when making decisions and implementing
technologies on-farm.
During the late 1990’s David moved his family to North Carolina to complete
his PhD in ruminant nutrition at North Carolina State University. This expanded
his academic understanding, and, upon his return to AgResearch Invermay,
David joined the Deer Research team. This continual evolution of skills and
understanding led David into the study of farm systems.

His research has spanned all of our commonly-used pasture species and all
the commonly-farmed ruminant species, including the recent re-emergence of
the dairy sheep industry. He has over 150 publications and presents to farmer
and academic audiences on a regular basis.
He also has an impressive publication record in documenting farmer adoption
programmes, often pursued as Sustainable Farming Fund programmes
alongside his partner Marie Casey.
Together they oversee two websites (farmingsheep.co.nz; deerfarming.co.nz)
and developed the first App for the deer industry, which predicts animal feed
requirements, to demonstrate the power of digital technologies for the
agricultural industry.
David began his association with NZGA as a student presenter at the Gisborne
Conference in 1983 and has continued since with the publication of 72 articles
in both the Journal and the Research and Practice Series.
His official involvement began with the LOC for the 1990 Gore Conference, and
he has since been involved with three special symposia and eleven annual
conferences. He joined the Executive Committee in 2008 and continued as
programme convenor until his election as vice-president and elevation to
President for 2016 and 2017.
NZGA recognised contributions to technology transfer in 2002 and awarded
one of these special awards to David.
He has since been awarded the Sir Arthur Ward Award by the New Zealand
Society of Animal Production, for impact on the animal production industry
through technology transfer (2007), the NZGT Regional Award in Gore in 2012,
and the AgResearch Impact Prize as part of a multidisciplinary team
researching in the Dairy Sheep industry. He continues to serve as a trustee on
NZGT.

2018/2019 GA (Graham) Kerr
Graham Kerr hails from Waikato and after attending Melville High School, he
graduated with a BAgSc degree from Massey University. While attending
Massey his practical work experience on farms in Te Awamutu, Whakatane,
Reporoa and Clinton ignited an interest in pasture and how to manage it well.

He has been a stalwart technical manager at the seed company that began in
the 1980s as NZ Agriseeds Ltd and is now Barenbrug
NZ, based near Christchurch.
Graham initially worked as a research agronomist,
and then as a pasture systems specialist for over 30
years, in this country and overseas. His work has
taken him to Australia, Chile, Colombia, South Africa
and other countries.
Currently he is Barenbrug NZ’s marketing manager,
overseeing their sales, marketing and technical
support operations.
Graham Kerr

•
•
•
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•

Graham has spoken at numerous field days, events
and conferences, and has had roles across a wide
range of industry groups, including the:

Forage Value Index Technical Committee;
DairyNZ Pastoral Renewal Leadership Group;
Industry Endophyte Technical Committee;
NZPBRA Forage Technical and Marketing Committees;
Seconded to the DairyNZ Feed and Farm Systems Team;
Grass into Gold Farmer Group;
Management Advisory Group of the Lincoln University Dairy Farm.

Graham joined NZGA in 1986, regularly attending conferences since, and was
elected the NZGA Executive Committee in 2008. He chaired the Organising
Committees for the 2011 Pasture Persistence Symposium and the 2016 Hill
Country Symposium. He served as NZGA Vice President (2017) and President
(2018/2019).

2020/2021 W McG (Warren) King

He worked for the New South Wales Department of
Agriculture as a research agronomist for ten years,
based in Orange in the Central Tablelands, working on
perennial pasture systems that were mostly Merino
sheep grazing the diverse native swards.
He then returned to NZ and has worked with
AgResearch, based at Ruakura for the last 14 years. He
is in the Agro-Ecology Team (formerly Farm Systems),
within the Ethical Agriculture Group.

Warren King

Warren’s research is focused on the ecology and
management of grazed pastures – including pasture establishment,
persistence, diversity and production – as well as environmental effects. In his
work with dairy, sheep & beef, and the dairy goat industries, a key theme has
been assessing the value that new technologies can generate in a pastoral
context.
Warren married his high-school sweetheart, and they have three (mostly)
grown-up boys. When he is not standing on the football sidelines, he likes to
ride bikes down mountains, on the road, and at the velodrome.
He has been NZGA President in especially turbulent times. Warren looks to
the immutable Objects in the Rules of the Association that govern everything
we do. In brief, they speak of fostering progress in grasslands by holding
conferences and publishing good science – and to do this in an open and
inclusive way.
Warren feels that excellent communication has always been key to achieving
this and that will not change. NZGA remains committed to delivering quality
science that will inform ongoing community discussions about the future of the
pastoral industries.

